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Abstract
Namazu, for Orchestra is a three-movement composition for orchestra and
women’s chorus inspired by various mythological accounts for the cause of earthquakes.
The dissertation consists of two parts: the composition in full score and an analysis of the
composition. The first movement is based on the Japanese myth and namesake for this
piece, Namazu. The second and third movements refer to Greek and Norse myths,
respectively. The discussion document introduces the synopses of these three myths.
Additionally, the document not only outlines pre-compositional processes, including the
development of a systematic approach to modifying modes and constructing harmonies,
but also examines their application in the work. Other musical elements such as rhythmic
devices, themes and motives, and formal design are considered as well.
Keywords
Music, composition, orchestra, Namazu, Poseidon, Loki, mythology, Golden ratio,
interval, expansion.
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Part II: The Discussion Document
Chapter One: Introduction
1.Introd uc tion
1.1 De sc ription
Namazu for Orchestra is a three-movement composition for large orchestra and
women’s choir with a duration of approximately 25 minutes. It draws its inspiration from
various mythological accounts for the cause of earthquakes. The first movement is based
on the Japanese myth and namesake for this piece, Namazu. The second and third
movements refer to the Greek and Norse myths, respectively. This chapter gives a brief
overview of works from the repertoire that are inspired by nature and natural phenomena
and focuses, in particular, on works that are inspired by natural disasters. Also, the
instrumentation of the work and synopses of the three earthquake myths are provided. In
addition, a pitch transformation system that I have been developing since 2007, and that is
used extensively in this piece, is briefly introduced.
1.1.1 De pic tionsofNa tura lDisa ste rsin Conte m pora ry
M usic
Nature has inspired the works of many composers throughout history. Mountain
views, oceans, rivers, thunderstorms, singing birds, seasons, the moon, and even the
planets have inspired composers. Vivaldi portrayed scenes of changing seasons in his
The Four Seasons. Beethoven expressed his feelings in Pastorale Symphony. Robert
Schumann wrote his Spring Symphony after Adolph Boettger’s spring poem. Richard
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Strauss’s An Alpine Symphony depicts an experience of eleven hours spent climbing an
Alpine mountain. In fact, nature continues to inspire living composers to create works.
Many of R. Murray Schafer’s and Alexina Louis’s compositions are inspired by nature.
Furthermore, Harrison Birtwistle’s Earth Dances for large orchestra deals with the
subject of earthquakes, treating it as a geological metaphor to reflect the changing
relationship between earth’s geological layers.
By comparison, man-made disasters inspired the works of many modern
composers. These disasters include, but are not limited to, civil disorders/riots,
engineering failures, explosions, industrial incidents, transport disasters, wars, and space
accidents. A Survivor from Warsaw by Arnold Schoenberg is such a work. It is a work
for narrator, men’s chorus, and orchestra paying tribute to the Holocaust victims of the
German Third Reich. On the Transmigration of Souls by John Adams is a reaction to the
attack on the World Trade Centre buildings on September 11, 2001. Adams drew
inspiration from a video he saw soon after the event. It shows “millions and millions of
pieces of paper floating out of the windows of the burning skyscraper and creating a
virtual blizzard of white paper slowly drifting down to earth.”1
While many composers have written pieces to convey aspects of nature, and
occasionally some have written pieces to remember the victims of man-made disasters, in
my research I have found few works written as a reaction to the human suffering caused
by natural disasters. One of the earliest known compositions about an earthquake is the
12-part Et ecce terrae motus mass by Antoine Brumel (c.1460-c.1520). In pop music
commentaries in song on human suffering caused by natural disasters are ubiquitous.
1 http://www.earbox.com/on-the-transmigration-of-souls/.
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Louisiana 1927 by Randy Newman is a song about the great Mississippi flood of 1927.
Furthermore, Five Feet High Risin’ by Johnny Cash recounts a childhood experience
about a flood. In contrast, few art composers have written about natural disasters. One
such example would be a short biblical drama by Igor Stravinsky The Flood: A Musical
Play (1962) on the allegory of Noah. Another such example would be Lament for the
victims of natural disaster (2005), a short work for solo horn and 4 tam-tams, written by
Roger Smalley and commissioned for a fundraising concert for child victims of the 2004
Boxing Day Tsunami. Additionally, Hiroshima Symphony (2003) written by Takashi
Niigaki (attributed to Mamoru Samuragochi) as a tribute to those lives lost in the 1945
atomic bomb attack on Hiroshima has been revived in recent years as a piece honouring
the 2011 tsunami survivors in Japan.2 There are number of other pieces that I have come
across that contribute to this genre: Après Moi, le Déluge by Luna Pearl Woolf attributes
to hurricane Katrina which battered New Orleans; Sanctuary by Paul Frehner was a
reaction to the 2004 tsunami that affected Indonesia, and Malaysian composer Kee Yong
Chong’s Threnody to the Mother of the Earth acknowledges the 2011 tsunami that
devastated Japan. My work, Namazu is a contribution to this genre of works inspired by
natural disasters, in that it is a piece based on three contrasting myths on the causations of
earthquakes. In addition, it also includes musical depictions of the two types of seismic
waves – body waves and surface waves – produced by earthquakes.
2 http://www.cbc.ca/news/arts/ghostwriter-takashi-niigaki-man-behind-japan-s-beethoven-speaks-out-
1.2526164.
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1.2 Thre e M ytholog ic a lAc c ountsforthe Ca use sof
Ea rthqua ke s
The awesome power and devastating destruction of earthquakes and tectonic plate
movements have deeply interested me since I was in grade 4. The recent devastating
earthquakes in Japan (2011), Haiti (2010) and around the Indian Ocean (2004) have
rekindled my interest. With so many countries and cultures affected by earthquakes
occurring over millennia, I wondered how disparate mythological accounts from around
the world described and explained them. I also pondered whether there were biblical
accounts of earthquakes. According to Steven A. Austin, in the Bible there are 17
earthquakes including everything from the creation story, Noah’s flood, the fall of
Jericho, to the Armageddon earthquake written of in the book of Revelation.3 During my
study of various mythologies I found the Japanese, Greek, and Norse myths for the causes
of earthquakes to be most striking and decided to focus my work on interpreting them.
However, there are many other myths from around the world related to earthquakes. For
instance, there is a Mexican myth attributing earthquakes to a jaguar. Similarly, a
mythological bull in Crete and Russia, and an elephant in India are credited for causing
earthquakes.4 Below are synopses of the myths that inspired Namazu for orchestra and
choir.
The first movement is based on the Japanese myth associating any earthquake
event with a giant catfish known as Namazu. The Great Ansei earthquake of 1855 is said
to have occurred when Kashima left the village and put Ebisu (god of fishing and
3 http://www.icr.org/article/greatest-earthquakes-bible/.
4 http://www.icr.org/article/greatest-earthquakes-bible/.
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commerce) in charge.5 The following is an excerpt from Japanese Fairy World about this
giant fish:
… When the earth quivers, it is because the great earthquake-fish
(Namazu) is restless or angry. This fish is a great creature something like
a catfish. It is about seven hundred miles long, and holds the world on its
back. Its tail is at (Aomori) in the north, and the base of its head is at
(Kyoto), so that all Japan lies on top of it. To his mouth are attached
huge twirling feelers, which are just like the hideous moustaches which
the hairy-faced men from beyond the Pacific Ocean wear on their lips.
As soon as these begin to move, it is a sign that the monster is in wrath.
When he gets angry, and flaps his tail or bumps his head, there is an
earthquake. When he flounders about or rolls over, there is terrible
destruction of life and property on the surface of the earth above.
In order to keep the earthquake-fish quiet, the great giant
Kashima is appointed to watch him. His business is to stand nearby, and
when the monster becomes violent Kashima must jump up and straddle
him, and hold his gills, put his foot on his fin; and when necessary lift up
the great rocks of Kaname and hold him down with its weight. Then he
becomes perfectly quiet, and the earthquake ceases.6
For the second movement, I draw on Greek mythology which focuses on the
power of a god. Poseidon is most well known as the god of the sea and storms, however
he was also known as the god of earthquakes and the fertility god who represented the
streams that fertilized the earth.7 The following excerpt from Homer’s Iliad describes this
Greek god’s action during the Trojan War. It is loosely used as a narrative platform upon
which the second movement is constructed.8
So the blissful gods were rousing both opposing armies, clashing
front to front but then, in their own ranks, their overpowering strife broke
out in massive war. Down from the high skies the father of men and
gods let loose tremendous thunder – from down below Poseidon shook
the boundless earth and towering heads of mountains. The whole world
quaked, the slopes of Ida with all her springs and all her peaks and the
walls of Troy and all Achaea’s ships. And terror-struck in the
5 http://pinktentacle.com/2011/04/namazu-e-earthquake-catfish-prints/.
6 William Elliot Griffis, “The Earthquake Fish,” Japanese Fairy World, (?: Project Gutenberg, 2009, Kobo
Edition).
7 William Hansen, Classical Mythology: A Guide to the Mythical World of the Greeks and Romans (Oxford,
Oxford University Press, 2005), 163.
8 Robert Fagles, Homer: The Iliad. (New York: Viking Penguin, 1990).
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underworld, Hades lord of the dead cringed and sprang from his throne
and screamed shrill, fearing the god who rocks the ground above his
realm, giant Poseidon, would burst the earth wide open now and lay bare
to mortal men and immortal gods at last the houses of the dead – the
dank, moldering horrors that fill the deathless gods themselves with
loathing.
Some archaeologists speculate that the great walls in Homer’s Illiad built by
Apollo and Poseidon around Troy VI (c.1700-1250 BC) as described in legend destroyed
by an earthquake in c.1250 BC caused by Poseidon.9 Plato also spoke about Poseidon
and his legendary role in the destruction of Atlantis, in his dialogues with Timaeus and
Critias.
For generations the Atlanteans lived simple, virtuous lives (under
the laws sat down by Poseidon). But slowly they began to change.
Greed and power began to corrupt them. When Zeus saw the immorality
of the Atlanteans he gathered the other gods of Olympus to determine a
suitable punishment. Soon, in one violent surge it was gone. The island
of Atlantis, its people, and its memory were swallowed by the sea
(Poseidon’s realm).10
The final movement of Namazu is based on a Norse myth about the origin of
earthquakes. In each culture’s mythology there is typically a mischievous character: Eros
the mischievous winged god in Greek mythology; Coyote Spirit in many Native
American mythologies; and Loki in Norse mythology. Loki, is an attractive, ambivalent,
mischief-making god. He grew progressively more evil, caused the death of Balder, and
was bound until the coming of Ragnarok, the end of the world.11 Ragnarok is the name
the pre-Christian Norse gave to the end of their mythical cycle, during which the cosmos
9 Michael Wood, In Search of the Trojan War (New York: Facts On File Publications, 1985).
10 "Atlantis: the Myth." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online.
11 Kevin Crossley-Holland, The Penguin Book of Norse Myth: Gods of the Vikings (Penguin Books, London:
2011), 249.
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is destroyed and is subsequently re-created.12 The story of his binding and the “quaking
of earth” are as follows: (Crossley-Holland, 171-172)
… Loki was thrown to the ground. He lay still; he looked at
nobody and said nothing. Then the gods took three slabs of rock, stood
them on end and bored a hole through each of them. They stretched Loki
over them, unwound Narvi’s entrails and bound him with the gut of his
own son as no one had ever been bound before. They trussed Loki’s
shoulders to one slab, twisting the gut round his body under his armpits;
they strapped Loki’s loins to one slab, winding the gut round and round
his hips; they clamped Loki’s kneecaps to one slab, tying the gut round
his legs. And no sooner was Loki bound than the entrails of his son
became as hard as iron.
Then Skadi carried a vile snake into the cave. She fastened it to a
stalactite high up in the darkness so that its venom would drip straight on
to Loki’s face. For all his wiles and wit, there was nothing Loki could
do. He lay still; he looked at nobody and said nothing. Then the gods
left Loki there; no longer flushed but heavy-hearted and sorrowing they
left him to his fate, and to faithful Sigyn.
Sigyn and Loki wait in the damp twilit cave, listening to the eerie
echoes of each drip, the sound of the silence, the sound of their own
breathing. Sigyn holds a wooden bowl over Loki’s face and slowly it
fills with the snake’s venom. When it is brimming, Sigyn carries the
bowl away and empties it into a rock basin – a fermenting pool of poison.
Loki is left unguarded; he screws up his eyes. The snake does not
wait. Its venom splashed on to Loki’s face and in torment he shudders
and writhes. He cannot escape and the whole earth quakes.
Loki lies bound. That is how things are and how things will
remain until Ragnarok.
1.3 Instrum e nta tion
Namazu for Orchestra is scored for the following instrumentation:
Piccolo, 2 Flutes (Alto Flute), 2 Oboes, English horn, 2 B♭Clarinets, Bass Clarinet, 2
Bassoons, Contrabassoon
4 Horns, 3 Trumpets, 2 Tenor Trombones, Bass Trombone, Tuba
Timpani (5 timpani)
Percussion 1 (crotales, vibraphone, marimba, tubular bells)
12 http://norse-mythology.org/tales/ragnarok/.
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Percussion 2 (metal wind chimes, anvil, three gongs [small, medium and large], brake
drum, large tam-tam, 4 tom-toms [high, medium-high, medium, low], Taiko drum)
Percussion 3 (claves, triangle, suspended cymbal, large tam-tam, thunder sheet, bass
drum)
Harp, Piano/Celeste
Women’s Choir (standing around the auditorium/concert hall, encircling the audience):
SSAA
(10 to 15 singers to each part recommended)
Violins I, Violins II, Violas, Cellos, Basses
1.4 Syste m ofInte rva lExpa nsion a nd Contra c tion
My work depicting science and myth in musical forms began in 2007 with
Ununoctium, for Seven Players (2008). Pitch-class set 8-11 (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9), shown
in Figure 1-1 in prime form, was arbitrarily chosen to represent ununoctium whose atomic
number is 118. Pitch collections contained within each box represent various
transformations of this pitch-class set.
Figure 1-1. Pitch-class set 8-11 representing element 118, ununoctium.
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Example 1-1. Kim, Ununoctium, II, m. 76-79. Score in C.
Alternatively, my String Quartet No.1 (2009) paints lesser-known Greek gods as
musical tableaux. Example 1-2 below presents an analysis of types of transformational
processes used in this string quartet. The primary pitch collection of this movement is
set-class (sc) 4-23, whose prime form has intervals <2, 3, 2> between the pitch classes (0,
2, 5, 7) as indicated in measure 1 of the score. The first transformation occurs in measure
11 where the interval contents are expanded by a factor of 1 semitone indicated by an
operation (E1). Thus, the set is transformed into sc 4-26 with intervals <3, 4, 3>.13
Another addition of a semitone to the interval classes transforms interval content to <4, 5,
4>, which is sc 4-17. In both transformations, pc (5) serves as a common pitch class
between the pre-transformation and the post-transformation set-classes. This type of
transformation permeates the string quartet’s other two movements: Thanatos and Mania.
13 I am treating the set as a series of notes (like a scale) and that when expanded the intervals are between
adjacent notes in the series and not between notes when the set is in prime form.
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On the whole, both compositions mentioned above are written using the pitch
transformational process that I call Interval Expansion and Contraction (IEC).14
Example 1-2. Kim, String Quartet No.1, I, m.1-21. (4-23)xE1 indicates that the interval
contents of set-class 4-23 have been expanded by 1 semitone. This transformed resultant
set-class is 4-26 indicated with a box in measure 11.
14 Interval Expansion and Contraction technique is an invented label for a compositional pitch manipulation
process explored by the author. Elliott Antokoletz described a similar process utilized by Bela Bartok in his
Three Studies, op. 18 and his String Quartet, No. 4.
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In my dissertation Namazu, each movement has a primary pitch collection. As the
music of each movement progresses, its primary pitch collection is transformed via an
IEC process. An IEC process transforms any pitch collection by means of expanding the
basic interval content thereby generating variant forms of the original/primary collection.
For example, the most basic set-class, sc 3-1 (0, 1, 2) has intervals of <1, 1> between
adjacent pitch-classes. This basic set can be expanded by performing the following
operation as illustrated below in Figure 1-1.
Operation: Let x and y be intervals 0 to 11 and E be 1 to 12, then
<x, y> *E = <x+E, y+E>
Figure 1-2. Interval Expansion and Contraction Operation. “E” in the equation
represents the operation that expands the interval contents at a specified value.
When the intervals are expanded by a factor of <1> via the operation illustrated
above, then the resulting intervals will become <2, 2> where the sc becomes 3-6 (0, 2, 4).
This process can be repeated, further expanding the intervals to <3, 3>, and then <4, 4>,
continuing up to <13, 13>. At this point, the pitches are back to the original sc, however,
they are displaced by an octave for the second pc and two octaves for the third pc. As a
result of this process, the sc 3-1 is further related to sc 3-10 <3, 3>, 3-12 <4, 4>, 3-9 <5,
5>, and 2-6 <6, (6)>. The reason for sc 2-6’s inclusion to this group is because the result
of sc 3-1’s interval pattern expanding by E5 to intervals <6, 6> where the upper interval
<6> produces an octave doubling of the lowest pitch of the resultant. The figure below
illustrates a complete transformational process of sc 3-1 via IEC. An interesting
phenomenon to note is that though there are different interval contents among the
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resultants there are nevertheless some recurring scs. For example, sc 3-6 reappears at
PxE1 and PxE9, and sc 3-10 at PxE2 and PxE8.
Figure 1-3. Set-class 3-1’s expansion via IEC.
A detailed explanation of this transformational process as applied to each movement’s
primary pitch collection is discussed in chapter two.
1.4.1 Syste m ofInte rva lExpa nsion a nd Contra c tion in M y
Pre viousW ork
In addition to the two compositions mentioned at the beginning of section 1.4, my
composition Piano Quintet No. 2: Darwin vs Cremo (2010) is a musical debate of the
origins of life between Darwin’s theory of evolution countered by Cremo’s theory of
human devolution. In this piece a major pentatonic scale is caused to undergo two
different processes of pitch transformation representing each side of the argument.
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1.4.2 Applic a tion ofIEC in Pia no Q uinte tNo.2:Da rwin vs
Cre m o
The inspiration for this composition is derived from Darwin’s theory of evolution.
Searching for a contrasting point of view, I wondered if there were other evolutionary
theories that are either scientific or pseudoscientific. I came across a theorist named
Michael Cremo who identifies himself as a Vedic creationist who argues that humans
have lived on the earth for millions years as advanced beings. Following the British
Parliament Debate format, a single motif transforms via two dissimilar processes as the
debate, that is to say the music, progresses.
The first statement, outlining a simple tetrachord as shown in the Figure 1-3
below, is the debate topic that rallies between the two opposing sides. Darwin’s side
asserts the motive without any transformation while Cremo’s side expands its interval-
class (ic) by <1> presenting a slightly altered but recognizable motive. The succession of
melodic intervals <+2, -2, -3, +4> in Darwin’s statement transforms to <+3, -3, -4, +5> in
Cremo’s. The numbers below the staffs in the figure represent the intervals and their
melodic contour. Positive numbers indication ascending melodic motion while negative
numbers indicate descending melodic motion.
Figure 1-4. Opening statements representing Darwin and Cremo in Piano Quintet No. 2.
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I used a pitch-split process to illustrate the complexity Darwin’s theory of
evolution. It involves a single pitch that is split into two pitches adjacent to the original
pitch. The figure below illustrates a pentatonic scale’s transformation into first a whole-
tone scale, and then into an octatonic scale. This type of technique can be seen in
Debussy and Scriabin’s music.15
Figure 1-5. Pitch-split processes in Piano Quintet No. 2.
The first line in the figure above shows the unaltered pentatonic scale. The second line in
the figure shows pc (A) splitting into pcs (F# and G#), and pc (G) splitting into pcs (G#
and A#). The result from this process is a whole-tone scale beginning on C. Splitting
these two specific pitches that are tritone apart (D, G#) transforms the whole-tone scale
into an octatonic scale, as illustrated in the third line of the figure. The resulting pitch
collection changes the grounds of the debate by energizing the slightly stable pitches
found in a whole-tone scale and making them become more dissonant and active.
15 Clifton Callender, “Voice-Leading Parsimony in the Music of Alexander Scriabin,” Journal of Music
Theory, Vol 42, No. 2, Duke University Press, 1998, pp. 219-233.
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On Cremo’s opposing side of the musical argument each of the scales used in
Darwin’s argument undergoes an IEC process, thus creating the following pitch
collections.
Figure 1-6. Scales and their IEC versions.
The scales on the left side of the Figure 1-6 above are pentatonic, whole-tone and
octatonic. The scales on the right side of figure are their resultants via xE1. Melodic and
harmonic structures emerge from these scales and are used for Cremo’s argument in the
piano quintet. Because all six pitch collections produced a wide assortment of vertical
sonorities, each argument showed its unique character and sophistication to counter each
other in this musical debate. By convention, scales include the octave duplicate of the
starting pitch and the CINT (cyclic interval succession). However, I am not using the
upper octave of the starting pitch because the resulting upper octave changes when the
pitch collection is expanded via IEC. This reason will be further discussed in Section
4.1.2.
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Chapter Two: Pitch and Harmonic Systems
2.1 Expa nd e d M od a lityin Na m a zu
The compositional approach of N amazu employs IEC, a systematic method of
manipulating pitch and harmonic structures that I have been developing since 2007,
beginning with Unu noctiu m forSeven P layers. As discussed in Chapter One, IEC is
based on the principle of methodical expansion and contraction of the intervallic contents
within a given pitch collection. The purpose of this systematic approach is to create a
greater palette of melodic and harmonic possibilities for the composer to work with.
Since the myths upon which the three movements of N amazu are based are
derived from three distinct cultural backgrounds - Japanese, Greek and Norse - the source
pitch materials used to compose each movement incorporate modes from the culture upon
which that movement is based. This diversity of source pitch material presents the
challenge of creating a sense of unity over the course of the piece. Furthermore, the
harmonies derived from the various modes in the three movements presented me with a
vast array of unique, non-traditional and dissimilar harmonies. Thus, in order to link
these three movements as a whole, I composed a motive that could easily be identified
and used it in all three movements. This motive, which will be discussed in Chapter
Three, serves as the leitmotif representing earthquakes in this composition.
Since my approach to creating and utilizing pitch collections is both idiosyncratic
and systematic, I have created a unique method for labeling and analyzing many pitch and
all harmonic material. This method is discussed in section 2.3.2 of this chapter. Pitch-
class and interval-class terminology is also used in the analysis. Additional pitch
collections derived from transformational processes will be identified and further
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discussed in order to show relationships between one collection and another. The
classifications of all of the aforementioned modified modes will also be discussed later in
this chapter. Moreover, the vertical sonorities derived from these collections and
identified by “extended Roman numeral” designations will be elaborated on in Section
2.3.
2.1.1 H ira joshiSc a le
The main theme in the first movement begins with motives derived from Saku ra, a
traditional Japanese folk song shown in example 2-1.
Example 2-1. Traditional Japanese folk song, Saku ra.
Saku ra uses the traditional Japanese pentatonic scale, also known as the H irajoshiscale,
shown in Figure 2-1 below transposed to C.1, 2
1 David W. Hughes, TraditionalFolkSongin M odern Japan (Kent: Global Oriental LTD: 2008.)
2 Stefan M. Kostka, TonalH armony,withan introdu ction to twentiethcentu ry mu sic (Boston: McGraw-
Hill: 2004), 499.
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Figure 2-1. Hirajoshi scale beginning on C.
I modified the H irajoshiby adding two pitches (pcs 9 and 10) to it in order to provide an
expanded palette. When a scale or mode is transformed, a lower case “m” will appear in
front of the scale/mode name to identify it as a modified form. Figure 2-2, provided
below, shows the modified-H irajoshi(mH) scale with its succession of intervals between
adjacent degrees of the scale presented above the staff.
Figure 2-2. Modified-Hirajoshi scale.
Both the H irajoshiscale and the modified-H irajoshiscale can be heard in the opening of
the first movement. Example 2-2 shows eight measures of this opening idea. The lower
parts played by flute 2 and horns 2 and 4 play an ascending line based on the H irajoshi
scale while flute 1 and horns 1 and 3 have the added pcs 9 and 10 found in the modified-
H irajoshiscale. These added notes provide more colour and captivation in contrast to the
sparser line as played by the lower parts.
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Example 2-2. Kim, N amazu , I, mm.1-8.
2.1.2 Gre e k Doria n M od e
The ancient Greek Dorian octave species-chromatic genus (henceforth in this
document referred to as Greek Dorian), shown in figure 2-3a, serves as the source of pitch
material for the second movement.3, 4 Its unordered pitch classes are [0, 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9]
and its interval contents are <1, 1, 3, 2, 1, 1>. I modified it in the same manner as the
H irajoshiscale, but this time with three additional pitch-classes (3, 6, 11). This results in
a highly chromatic mode containing ics <1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2> as shown in figure 2-3b.
Incidentally, this mode is identical to mode 7 of Messiaen’s modes of limited
transpositions.
Figure 2-3. Greek Dorian and modified-Greek Dorian modes.
3 Thomas J. Mathiesen, et al. "Greece." Grove M u sic O nline. O xford M u sic O nline. Oxford University
Press. Web. 29 Aug. 2016.
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.proxy1.lib.uwo.ca/subscriber/article/grove/music/11694pg1>.
4 Jane K. Cowan, “Greece.” The Garland Encyclopedia of W orld M u sic:Eu rope. 8th Vol (New York:
Garland Publishing, Inc, 2000), 1008.
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2.1.3 Finnish Mode and Its Variants
The term “Norse” pertains to ancient Scandinavia, which includes the three
modern kingdoms of Norway, Denmark and Sweden. Although Finland is not a part of
Scandinavia, according to Timo Leisiö, “Finland can be divided into three basic cultural
zones: the west, influenced by Western Europe; the east, influenced by Eastern Europe
and Russians via Karelia, an area in Finland and Russia; and the north, a zone of mixed
Saami, Finno-Karelian, and Scandinavian elements.”5 By means of the north zone as a
link to “Norse,” I have selected the ru no scale, also known as a Finnish mode, as the
source of pitch material for the final movement.6, 7 Leisiö describes the underlying
structure of ru no songs as “a tetrachordal or pentachordal scale (C-D-E-F-G) with an
unstable third degree, sung minor, major and neutral, sometimes in the same song. The
ru no scale is sometimes expanded by the addition of a fourth below the tonic and a
neutral sixth, a major seventh, and an octave above it.” I have replicated that type of
expansion here in my modification of the ru no scale. First, I added two pitches (pcs 8
and 11) to the original Finnish mode to create a seven-note scale. Then, I lowered pitch
classes pcs (2) and (3 or 4) to pcs (1) and (3), respectively, to create a scale with a varied
modal form. Traditional quarter-tone characteristics of the Ru no scale have been altered
here to fit into the Western well-tempered system. Although this “new” mode shown in
Figure 2-4 coincidentally is identical to the Phrygian mode on C, nevertheless I will be
referring to it as a Modified Finnish mode due to the process by which I arrived at this
5 Timo Leisiö, “Finland.” The Garland Encyclopedia of W orld M u sic:Eu rope.8th Vol. (New York:
Garland Publishing, Inc, 2000), 475.
6 Ibid.
7 This mode is a mode used in old Finnish genres of songs. For my analytical purposes, I will refer to it as
the Finnish and modified-Finnish modes.
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pitch collection. The modified modes derived from transformations of the ru no scale
provide pitch material for the L okimovement. This movement, also, does not incorporate
any folk materials.
Figure 2-4. Expanded Finnish mode vs. modified-Finnish mode. Use of quarter tones in
the Expanded Finnish mode represent neutral intervals.
2.2 Tra nsform a tion from the M od ifie d M od e sto Expa nd e d
M od ifie d M od e svia IEC
In my precompositional work for the piece, each of the three modified modes
underwent twelve transformations via IEC. Although the transformation of these modes
is systematic, my usage is guided by my artistic perception. Also, the application of the
available transformed modes in N amazu is not exhaustive but is rather selective. An
example of my flexible approach to mode usage is found in the first movement. Both the
modified mode and its transformed mode are used simultaneously as shown in Example
2-4. This example is in C.
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Example 2-3. Kim, N amazu , I, m.22-23.
In the above example, the glockenspiel and the clarinets are in mHx1scale while the lower
brass instruments and the choir (which is not shown above) play in the mH scale, thus
creating a unique mixture of modal colour and distortion. The mHx1 scale can be seen in
Figure 2-5, measure 2.
2.2.1 Expa nsion ofM od ifie d -H ira joshiSc a le
The modified-H irajoshi(mH) scale, discussed in section 2.1a, undergoes
transformations via IEC that result in twelve variant forms of the scale. The modified
H irajoshiscale has the following series of intervals between adjacent degrees of scale <2,
1, 4, 1, 1, 1>. By adding ic <1> to the succession of interval classes to this scale the
intervallic series is expanded to <3, 2, 5, 2, 2, 2>. Repeating this process results in a
different scale that has <4, 3, 6, 3, 3, 3> as its succession of interval classes. Repeating
this process twelve times eventually results in octave equivalents, in the same order, of
the original pitch classes in the mH scale. Figure 2-5 shows the mH scale and its twelve
expansions via IEC. This provides a rich palette from which melodic and harmonic
content can be created.
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Figure 2-5. Modified-H irajoshiscale’s complete IEC resultants.
Figure 2-6 shows the scalar collections from Figure 2-5 as reordered pitch-class
set collections in prime form. Therefore, any repeated pitch classes that occurred through
the IEC process have been omitted. This reordering illustrates the reduction in the size of
most of the pitch class sets that occurs through the IEC process. For instance, the second
collection from Figure 2-5 is reduced to a hexachord in Figure 2-6. Likewise, the twelfth
collection becomes a trichord when pitch class repetitions are removed.
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Figure 2-6. Complete modified-H irajoshiscales as reordered sets.
2.3 H a rm onic Struc ture sin Na m a zu
Harmonic structures that emerge from all three modes and their variants are
constructed by stacking pitches at specific scalar intervals. Scalar intervals here are
defined as being a designated number of degrees within the scale in question. For
instance, a 3rd is two scale degrees and a 4th is three scale degrees. Thus, in the Modified
H irajoshiscale, the distance between G and A is considered to be a third as it spans two
scale degrees. Likewise, in the same scale the distance between D and G is also a scalar
third for the same reason. In the following sections, the construction and the rules of
identification of these chords will be discussed.
2.3.1 H a rm onic Struc ture sd e rive d from m od ifie d m od e s
a nd the irva ria nts
The chords constructed in each mode adhere to two parameters or rules. The first
is that chords contain five pitches. My reasoning behind this is because of the symbolism
associating god, heaven and human beings with the number five. Multiple sources
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describe number five as God’s grace,8 while the Pythagoreans thought of it as “hieros
gamos,” the marriage between heaven and earth.9 Other sources state that it symbolizes
the figure of a human with outstretched arms and legs.10 In Greek mythology, number
five represents the five rivers of the underworld: Acheron, Cacytus, Phlegethon, Lethe
and Styx.11 This definitely was a fascinating association because the second movement is
based on Poseidon, the god of the sea.
The second parameter for constructing chords is that they may be built by stacking
notes at specific intervals from the root note upward. For instance, chords are built upon
stacked 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths, or 7ths. These two parameters give abundant resources for
harmonic expression.
Figure 2-7. Construction of five tonic chords in modified-H irajoshiscale.
Figure 2-7 shows show how virtual tonic chords are constructed. For my purposes, a
tonic chord is any chord built by stacking specific intervals above the first degree of the
scale. The smallest slurs outline the tonic chord built on stacked 3rds.
The following chords are samples of vertical sonorities specific to each of the
seven degrees of the mH scale.
8 http://www.biblestudy.org/bibleref/meaning-of-numbers-in-bible/5.html
9 http://mysticalnumbers.com/number-5/
10 http://mysticalnumbers.com/the-pentagram/
11 http://mysticalnumbers.com/number-5-in-mythology/
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Figure 2-8. Harmonies based on mH scale.
These chords belonging to the mH scale are built on stacked thirds (figure 2-8a), fourths
(figure 2-8b), fifths (figure 2-8c), sixths (figure 2-8d) and sevenths (figure 2-8e). Many
of the stacked chords have been re-voiced to avoid excessive number of clusters and large
intervals exceeding two and a half octaves between the root and the fifth of the chord.
2.3.2 Chord Id e ntific a tion Syste m
Identifying chords required development of a systematic method of labelling them
due to the vast number offered by each scale/mode, its modifications and the transformed
variants derived from IEC processes. All chords built on a given scale and its variant
forms have the following label code: [P*E RN-AN]. This code will allow me to easily
identify vertical sonorities found in the composition.
The first part of the label [P] represents the type of pitch collection such as a scale
or a mode. Whether it is a common major or minor scale, the whole-tone scale, the
mixolydian mode or any other form of pitch collection, the name will appear here as an
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acronym (WT for whole-tone scale) or a short form (M for mixolydian mode). In the
case of the first movement of my composition, [H] will represent the hirajoshiscale.
Recall that mH represents a modified-H irajoshiscale. As this scale/mode is transformed
via IEC, an additional [E] representing the expansion/compression level of the
collection’s scalar intervallic content will be added to its name. Thus, the label would
have the following form for a scale transformed via IEC: [P*E RN-AN]. [E] represents
the addition of a designated number of semitones between adjacent scale degrees. For
instance, mHx1 for the first transformation by the addition of 1 semitone between each
degree of the scale, and mHx2 for the expanding the scale’s interval contents by a factor
of 2 semitones, etc. The second part of the label, “RN” is a Roman numeral, in lower
case, representing the scale degree at which the chord is built upon. All Roman numerals
will appear in lower case since there are no major or minor forms of the chords
constructed via this stacking method. For example, the lower case “i” in mH i-3
represents the chord constructed on the first scale degree and “ii”, the chord constructed
on the second scale degree, and so on. The last part of the chord label, “AN”, represents
the interval at which the chords were stacked in Arabic numerals. For example, “3” in
mH i-3 explains how the chord is constructed; in this case the chord is built by stacking
thirds above the given root note within the mode these pitches are based on. “5” in mH
iv-5 explains the chord that is constructed by stacking fifths above the fourth scale
degree. Figure 2-9 denotes this chord identification system.
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Figure 2-9. An example of chord identification system.
This complex, yet necessary system allows me to easily identify the large number of
complex harmonies that are available.
The harmonic structures employed in the second and third movements are derived
from applying the same processes as explained above to their respective pitch collections:
modified-Greek Dorian mode for the second movement and modified-Finnish mode for
the third. The chord identification system discussed above will be used to analyze
harmonic and chordal progressions in N amazu in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Three: Themes and Motives
3.1 Themes, Motives and Gestures
The musical identities of the first and the third movements of Namazu are
established through motivic and thematic development while gestures dominate musical
discourse in the second movement. In the following sections, the construction and
character of these motives, themes and gestures will be discussed.
3.1.1 Themes in Namazu: Kashima, Namazu and Sakura
As discussed in Chapter One, the Japanese earthquake myth tells of an interaction
between a giant catfish called Namazu and the giant Kashima, who must straddle the
catfish to subdue it in order to cease the earthquakes. Examples 3-1 and 3-2 present the
themes associated with these two characters.
The opening of Kashima’s theme begins with an ascending line based on the
Hirajoshi scale before moving to the modified Hirajoshi scale at the end of the second
measure. This theme has an arch shape to its melodic contour which begins with the first
scale degree, C, and then rises up to the seventh pitch, B♭. It then moves down to the
second scale degree, D, at its conclusion. This theme first enters in measure 68 in the
woodwinds (alto flute, English horn and bass clarinet), with doubly augmented note
durations. A second entry of the theme, played by the flutes and clarinets follows in
measure 74, overlapping the first entry, but this time with the original note durations.
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Example 3-1. Kashima's theme in Namazu, I, mm. 68-79, alto flute, English horn, bass
clarinet, harp.
The slow moving theme of Namazu, played by horns and trombones, in contrast
has a range of major thirteenth and is more aggressive in character. Unlike Kashima's
theme, Namazu’s theme begins with the added upper pitches of the mH mode and moves
downward. In addition, this theme includes one pitch foreign to the mH mode – D♭. It is
the lowest pitch in the theme, signifying the unusual nature of this monstrous catfish.
Namazu’s theme enters in measure 89.
Example 3-2. Namazu's theme in Namazu, I, mm. 89-101, horns.
3.1.2 Motives in Poseidon
While Poseidon is the only character portrayed in the second movement, various
motives focusing on the nature of the sea were constructed to help characterize the god of
sea. The earthquake motive, which serves to link the three movements of the piece, is
also present here, but with a slight alteration. This motive will be discussed later in the
chapter.
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Water is conveyed through musical gestures which express its fluid nature. These
gestures include rapid scalar gestures, registral stratification and dynamic undulation.
Here are some of the examples of these gestures:
Example 3-3. Kim. Namazu, II, mm. 1-2, rapid scalar gesture, mGD mode transposed to
pc (6).
Example 3-4. Kim. Namazu, II, mm. 15-17, registral stratification.
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Example 3-5. Kim. Namazu, II, m. 109-111, dynamic undulation.
3.1.3 Themes in Loki: Loki, Sigyn, Snake, Skadi, the Gods of
Asgard
This programmatic movement depicts the myth of Loki’s binding and his eternal
punishment. In this myth there are five characters that play significant roles, hence the
presence of many themes representing each of these characters. The musical identities of
the five characters in the third movement of Namazu are established from the modified-
Finnish mode discussed in Chapter Two.
Loki’s theme, beginning at measure 27 and played by the bass clarinet,
contrabassoon, low brass and strings, counters the gods of Asgard who have come to
capture him. All the themes in the third movement is based on mF mode beginning on pc
(0).
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Example 3-6. Loki's theme in Namazu, III, mm. 27-38, bass clarinet, contrabassoon,
trombones, bass trombone, tuba, string section.
A fragmented version of Loki’s theme appears in the Ragnarok section of this
movement from measure 122 to the end. It is constructed with two short, jagged motives
outlining a major 7th and two minor 7ths as shown in Example 3-7a. In contrast, Loki’s
wife, Sigyn’s theme has a narrower tessitura with mostly stepwise melodic motions
(Example 3-7b). In contrast to these two themes, the snake’s theme is consisted of short
three motives. Motive ‘a’ is built with two pitches separated by a semitone (G and A♭).
Additionally, motive ‘b’ outlines an ascending fifth from D♭ to A♭ while motive ‘c’
outlines a descending sixth from B♭ to D as illustrated in Example 3-7c. The first two
motives are each initially played by the first violins and then closely imitated by the
seconds, violas and cellos. The order of entries is reversed in motive ‘c’. This imitation
achieves two effects: the close proximity of the entries provides an echo effect, like that
heard in a cave, while also painting the slithering movement of the snake.
Example 3-7a. Loki’s theme, Namazu, III, mm. 124-126, oboe.
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Example 3-7b. Sigyn’s theme, Namazu, III, mm. 128-129, clarinet I.
Example 3-7c. The snake’s theme, Namazu, III, mm. 123-129.
Skadi, a giantess and goddess in Norse mythology who is associated with hunting
and skiing, has a theme with a steady pulse and a subdued driving force.1 With this
motive placed in a section with time signature, the perceived downbeat is displaced
every measure.
Example 3-8. Skadi's Theme, Namazu, III, mm. 58-61, violin I.
The last of the themes present in the third movement is that of the gods who are
dispatched to apprehend Loki. This theme, beginning at measure 22 played by the brass
1 Crossley-Holland, Norse Myths, 250.
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(horns and trumpets) and woodwinds (flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons) represent a
thunder and power held by the dispatched Norse gods. It also invokes their vengeance
against Loki. The woodwinds follow the brass 1 beat behind, adding to the chaos and
calamity of the scene.
Example 3-9. The theme of God's of Asgard, Namazu, III, mm. 22-26, flutes, oboes,
clarinets, bassoon, horns and trumpets.
3.2 Seismic Waves
The earthquake motive in Namazu is based on a loose musical interpretation of
the physical characteristics of seismic waves. These waves are a form of energy that
travels through the earth as the result of an earthquake. The following excerpt by Patrick
L. Abbott and Claire Samson describes the waves’ velocities and direction of travel. 2
There are two types of body waves that travel through the interior of the
2 Patrick L. Abbott and Claire Samson. Natural Disasters, Canadian Edition, (Toronto: The McGraw-Hill
Company, 2009.)
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Earth: Primary (P) wave and Secondary (S) wave. The Primary wave is the
fastest and thus is the first seismic wave to reach a seismometer. The
movement of P waves is by alternating push-pull pulses that travel through
solids, liquids, and gas. The P waves travel at 7 to 13 km/s. The Secondary
wave, in contrast, is the second seismic wave to reach a seismometer. The
movement of the S waves occur by shearing particles at right angles to the
direction of propagation. The S waves move through solids only, and travel
at velocity of 5 to 6 km/s.
3.3 Musical Representation of Seismic Wave Propagation
There are three components that makes up the earthquake motive in Namazu:
epicentre, P and S waves. Earthquake motives in all three movements share one or all of
the following components: epicenter and P and S waves. The motive undergoes a slight
modification in the second and the third movements to correspond with the pitch
materials upon which these movements are based. In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, I will
establish and discuss the three components of the earthquake motive found in the first
movement. Musical modifications of the earthquake motive specific to the second and
third movements will be discussed in Section 3.4.
3.3.1 Epicenter
The epicentre is the point on the earth’s surface vertically above the hypocenter or
focus point where an earthquake or underground explosion originates. In most cases, it is
the area of greatest damage.3 In the first movement, the timpani’s single measure idea,
which is preceded by a haunting string passage, represents the epicentre of the motive.
This short and roaring motive alludes to the sudden release of energy in earth’s crust that
3 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/?term=epicentre.
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creates seismic waves.
Example 3-10. Epicenter component of the earthquake motive in the first movement of
Namazu, m. 44.
3.3.2 Primary and Secondary Waves
A Primary (P) wave is a seismic body wave that shakes the ground back and forth
in both the same direction and the opposite direction in which the wave is moving.4 In
the first movement, the P wave, also known as compression wave, is musically
represented by a stratum of scalar passages illustrating the direction of travel.
Example 3-11. P wave component of the earthquake motive in Namazu, I, mm. 45-50.
4 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/?term=P%20wave.
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An S wave, also known as a shear wave, is a seismic body wave that shakes the
ground back and forth perpendicular to the direction the wave is moving.5 Example 3-12
illustrates representations of S waves as they appear in the first movement. The lateral
movements of this wave are represented by dynamics that rapidly fluctuate from soft to
loud to suggest S waves moving laterally away from the stage.
Example 3-12. S wave component of the earthquake motive, Namazu, I, mm. 50-55.
3.4 Earthquake Motive as Leifmotif
A motive musically depicting earthquake events appears in all three movements
of Namazu, and thus serves as a unifying factor for the entire composition. In addition,
this earthquake motive, although mainly gestural in nature, is easily identifiable and
distinguishable from the melodic themes and motives discussed in Section 3.1. In the
first movement the earthquake motive begins with an outburst in the timpani, as
illustrated in Example 3-10. In the second movement the earthquake motive goes
5 http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/?term=S%20wave.
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through a slight modification to illustrate the strong linkage between Poseidon and his
main domain, the ocean. This movement begins with gestures representing ocean waves,
as previously shown in Examples 3-3 and 3-4 and discussed in Section 3.1.2. These
gestures musically characterize the large horizontal and vertical waves typical of a
tsunami generated by an undersea earthquake. Example 3-13, which follows, shows the
P-wave motive in mm. 29-31. S waves, as described by Abbott, can only travel on solids.
For this reason, the slow dynamic outbursts in the brass section shown in Example 3-13,
though perhaps similar to the S-wave motive, are not representative of S waves. They
merely give harmonic support to the P-wave motives in the woodwinds.
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Example 3-13. P and S wave components of the earthquake motive in the second
movement, Namazu, mm. 29-31.
The main contrast between the P-wave components of the earthquake motive in
all movements is the pitches they are based upon. As seen in Examples 3-11 and 3-13,
the P-wave components, although notated differently – thirty-second notes in the first and
third movements verses sixteenth notes in the second movement – move at a relatively
equivalent rate. This is representative of the fact that P waves can travel through any
kind of material.6 In contrast, the S wave component is absent in the second movement
6 Abbott, Natural Disasters.
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because S waves can only travel in solids, and as mentioned earlier, the second
movement illustrates the characteristics of the ocean and water. 7
Measures 101 to 103, illustrated in Example 3-14, represent Loki’s anguish that
triggers the first earthquake in the third movement. This anguish resulting from the
binding of Loki is represented as the epicentre gesture in this movement followed by the
earthquake motive at measures 104 to 121.
Example 3-14. Epicenter component of the earthquake motive in Namazu, III. mm. 101-
103.
The P-wave motives follow this outburst for the next five measures (m.104-108).
Following the ascending scalar gestures, which is similar to those found in the first and
second movements, the strings provide additional ascending gestures through glissandi
from measures 110 to 116 further extending the P-waves propagation illustrated in
Example 3-15. The harp joins the string gestures doubling the 1st violins at pitch in the
7 Ibid.
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last three measures of this motive.
Example 3-15. Additional P wave component of the earthquake motives in Namazu, III,
mm. 110-116.
Furthermore, the S-wave component appear simultaneously with the P-wave motive
discussed above. Examples 3-16 through to 3-18 illustrate three versions of the S-wave
motive.
Example 3-16. S wave component of the earthquake motives in Namazu, III, mm. 104-
108. Brass section.
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Example 3-17. Additional S wave component of the earthquake motives in Namazu, III,
mm. 105-108.
Example 3-18. Additional S wave motives in woodwind and brass sections in Namazu,
III, mm. 109-112.
This extended and violent earthquake motive ends in measure 121. The next
earthquake event beginning at measure 148 is caused by Loki’s subsequent outburst.
This outburst, however, is caused by the snake’s painful venom dropping on Loki’s face.
The outbursts recur three more times, each repetition becoming shorter, signifying the
observer panning away from the cave, leaving Loki to suffer for eternity.
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Chapter Four: Vertical Sonorities
and Their Many Applications
4.1 Application of Vertical Sonorities
This chapter examines a variety of applications of vertical sonorities in Namazu.
As discussed briefly in Chapter Two, the application of harmony in this work
intermittently embraces voice leading procedures borrowed from functional tonality even
though the majority of chords employed do not resemble tonal harmonies. For instance,
successions of chords at times emulate progressions commonly found in tonal contexts, in
that they lead to and from their so-called “tonics” and “dominants.” In the following
sections, I will illustrate how I have mapped common tonal chord progressions, such as
tonic prolongations, dominant prolongations and cadential progressions, onto successions
of harmonies derived from the various modes and expanded modes used in Namazu. In
addition, some of the unique, non-tonal applications of these sonorities, such as
polychordal constructs, and lateral progressions, will also be discussed.
4.1.1 Virtual Functional Harmonic Successions
The intermittent allusions to tonality in Namazu do not always conform to the
traditional understanding of dissonance and consonance, or tension and resolution, for
several reasons. The first reason is due to the nullification of octave equivalence that
occurs in extended modes. Another reason is that as modes are expanded through IEC
processes, any voice-leading tendencies associated with certain scale degrees are altered
or are rendered null. For example, the pitch of scale degree in the mH mode is changed
when the mode is expanded, thereby changing the tendency associated with this scale
7ˆ
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degree as well. The third reason is due to the parameters that guide the construction of
chords used in Namazu. As discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.3.1, harmonies in this work
are typically dense, five-note chords, built by stacking pitches at specific intervals above
scale degrees. The inherent chromaticism and absence of perfect intervals in most of the
chords, even in so-called “tonic chords” make most chord-tones active pitches.
Nevertheless, while the primary element that drives harmonic progressions is root
movement, common-tone resolutions and stepwise resolutions do transpire.
The following two figures, 4-1 and 4-2, are from the Earthquake section (m. 44-
64) of the first movement. Figure 4-1 exhibits the vertical sonorities underlying the S-
waves element of the earthquake motive between measures 46 to 48. These chords
progress “diatonically” in the mH mode on C in an ascending stepwise motion beginning
at measure 46. The five chords in Figure 4-2 show a different progression, also found
within the earthquake section, starting at measure 51. The row labeled as “FN” in the two
figures illustrates the underlying tonal harmonic functions mapped onto the succession of
chords: [T] for tonic, [PD] for pre-dominant, [D] for dominant, and [P] for passing chord.
It should be understood that the succession of chords illustrated in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are
but analogs of tonal progressions, and are not considered by the author to be true tonal
progression. The same applies to implied harmonic function, FN, as listed below the
staff. For example, a chord built on 1ˆ is considered a tonic chord in this context only
insofar as it is built on the first scale degree. It does not, however, exhibit the musical
characteristics of a tonic chord in a tonal context. This is likewise the case for any chord
that is labeled as having predominant and dominant function. This conceptual restriction
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on the application of harmonic function holds for the ensuing discussion in this section of
the document.
Figure 4-1. Harmonic succession underlying the P-wave element in movement I, mm.
46-48.
Figure 4-2. Harmonic succession in the S-wave element in movement I, mm. 51-63.
For instance, the succession in Figure 4-1 expresses a tonic expansion of C centricity
using ii-3 as a passing chord between the two “tonic” chords, i-3 and iii-3. Like a similar
progression in a tonal context, the latter chord in this succession, iii-3, can be understood
as a substitute for the first chord, since they have four common tones. The same
progression reappears at measures 65 to 67 as an accompanying harmonic ostinato in the
string section.
The succession that underlies the beginning of the S-wave element of movement I,
shown in Figure 4-2, demonstrates first an expansion of “predominant” harmony followed
by a movement to “dominant” harmony. Just as the ii-3 chord expanded the “tonic”
chords in Figure 4-1, the iii-3 chord here functions as a passing chord between the two
“predominant” chords, thus creating an expansion of their “predominant” function. Both
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v-3 and vii-3 function as “dominant” chords. Thus, the overall progression emulates IV-
V functionality.
Another example of the application of functional harmonic concepts to the
harmonies constructed for Namazu can be found in the second movement, where the ten-
note modified-Greek Dorian mode and its expansions are employed. Upon an initial
examination, traditional Roman numeral analysis appears to be difficult to apply to this
mode, as questions arise as to how to ascertain the functions of chords viii, ix, and x.
However, if one argues to designate pcs (1, 6, 8), as chromatic passing tones and
neighbour tones, it is then possible to apply virtual functionality to the remaining scale
degrees, as illustrated in Figure 4-3.
Figure 4-3. Applied functionalities in the mGD mode.
For example, Figures 4-4a and 4-4b demonstrate [T D T] successions in which
dominant functioning harmony is prolonged by a chromatic neighbour chord. The
endings of the two successions, however, are varied. In the first example there is a sense
of resolution with the tonic arrival on the fourth chord. In the second example, chord ix-4
is used as a tonic substitute. This notion of a tonic substitute is supported by the fact that
chords i-3 and ix-4 have three common tones. The succession illustrated in Figure 4-4b
occurs over measures 78-82 of the second movement. I have designated the anomaly in
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Figure 4-5, where chords of stacked 3rds progress to stacked 4ths, as a lateral succession.
Lateral successions will be discussed in Section 4.2.2.
Figure 4-4. Functionalities in the mGD mode.
4.1.2 Cadential Successions
The traditional notion of pitches resolving to the nearest semitone/tone also
changes when modes are expanded through an IEC process. The reason for this is that
once a mode has been transformed the intervals between adjacent scale degrees expand
beyond simple semitones or whole tones. As a result of this expansion, functional
relationships, such as tonic-dominant, become obscured. Figure 4-5 illustrates voice
leading for three “perfect” cadences in the modified Finnish mode (mF) and two of its
expanded modes, mFx1 and mFx2.
Figure 4-5. “Perfect” cadences in mF, mFx1 and mFx2.
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The first example in Figure 4-5 is a most perceivable perfect cadence because of the
dominant to tonic motion in the bass while the rest of the chord tones resolve by a step-
wise motion or common tone. However, while this succession does lack a “leading tone”
as understood in common-practice tonality, it does include a ♭ 7ˆ which is a common
occurrence in modal music. In the second example, the bass (dominant) resolves up to its
tonic, the two common tones remain in position, and the highest pitch resolves down by a
whole step. The “leading tone” is in the bass because of where it is placed in the
extended mode. The only resolution that is perhaps unusual is in the second highest
voice, where the G♯ resolves down by an augmented 2nd to F. In the third example, the
bass voice resolves to the tonic, the two common tones remain the same, while the other
voices resolve by leap to the closest chord tones (B to E♭ and B♭ to G). The peculiarity in
this succession is the inclusion of both the “leading tone” and the “subtonic” note in the
v-3 chord.
Annotated by parenthesis in Figure 4-7a is the "upper" tonic of the mFx1
mode. The “upper tonic” is a variable 8th scale degree whose pitch class changes
depending on the given mode’s level of expansion through the IEC process. For instance,
in the basic (unexpanded) mF mode, the distance between and , the upper tonic, is a
major second – see Figure 4-6. However, in the mFx1 mode , E, is positioned a major
10th above , which is beyond the conceptual boundary of a conventional octave, thus
nullifying the principle of octave equivalence. Furthermore, in this mode , G, is a minor
3rd, above and a perfect 12th above the first scale degree, C.
7ˆ 8ˆ
7ˆ
1ˆ
8ˆ
7ˆ
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Figure 4-6. Interval between and in the mF mode vs the mFx1 mode.
Because this "upper" tonic is not the same pitch as scale degree this mode would have
to theoretically travel through the full cycle of 5ths in order for to end on the same
pitch it originally started with. Figure 4-7 illustrates the twelve mFx1 modes of this
cycle.
Figure 4-7. The mFx1 mode through a circle of fifths cycle.
Figure 4-8 illustrates vertical sonorities found in the opening of the third
movement. Harmonies here are based on the mFx1 mode as shown in Figure 4-7a.
7ˆ 8ˆ
1ˆ
8ˆ
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Figure 4-8. “Dominant” and “tonic” prolongation succession in Namazu, III,
mm. 2-13.
This figure demonstrates a mapping of the tonal concepts of dominant and tonic
prolongations onto an extended cadential succession in mFx1. Here, “dominant” function
is expanded by a series of “predominant” (iv-4) and “dominant” (v-4) chords while the
“tonic” chord at the cadence is expanded by v-4 and iii-4 chords. In Figure 4-8, the
chords in the staff with the treble clef show a simplified choir part while the staff with the
bass clef presents the actual root motion of the harmonies. What differentiates this
succession of chords from a tonal progression is that the intervallic structure of the
modified-Finnish mode, mFx1 (Figure 4-7a), and the density of the five-note chordal
harmony, undermines the logic of functional progressions: in this seven-note mode with a
range spanning a major 10th, a theoretically stepwise chord progression may well give an
impression of random movements between highly dissonant chords with two distant
roots. However, the closer analyses in Figure 4-8 reveals otherwise when the implied
functions underlying the succession of chords are taken into account. As can be seen in
the above examples, mapping functional progressions, borrowed from common-practice
tonality, onto the various modes and chordal constructs used in Namazu can produce a
tangible understanding of chordal successions.
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4.2 Other Applications
4.2.1 Polychordal Harmonies
Polychords are sonorities involving the simultaneous sounding of two or more
chords, voiced one on top of the other. For example, an A major triad above a C major
triad sounding simultaneously is a basic example of a polychord. Richard Strauss and
Igor Stravinsky, among other composers, began exploring these types of chords in the
early twentieth century. For example, the Elektra chord, representing the title character in
Strauss’ opera of the same name, is a bitonal synthesis of E major and C-sharp major
triads. Another example is the Petrushka chord, a recurring polytonal device used in
Stravinsky’s ballet Petrushka, created by clashing two major chords that are a tritone
apart. In Namazu, polychordal construction is denser and more complex due to the highly
chromatic nature of the modified and expanded modes and chords employed.
Figure 4-9 illustrates two occurrences of polychordal superimposition in
movement II, Poseidon. All of the chords in the following discussion are from the
mGDx1 mode. The first polychord found in measure 48 results from superimposing iv-3
and ix-3. The pitch classes contained in iv-3 are, from lowest to highest and excluding
any octave doublings, {6, 11, 3, 1, 9}. Meanwhile, ix-3 contains pcs {5, 0, 4, 9, 1}. The
only common pcs between these two chords are pcs (1) and (9) thereby resulting in a
highly dense polychord. The combination of the two chords create sc 8-Z29, which has a
prime form of (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9). The polychord in the second example, found in
measure 117, is a combination of chords iv-3 and x-3. These two five-note chords share
four pitch classes, pcs {2, 3, 9, 11}. The only difference is pc (5) in iv-3 is replaced by pc
(6) in x-3. The resulting polychord is a hexachord with sc 6-Z49 and a prime form of (0,
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1, 3, 4, 7, 9). Because every chord in the highly chromatic mGDx1 mode contains five
pitches, the combined polychords result in relatively dense harmonic structures
containing 6 to 8 pitches in general.
Figure 4-9. Polychords in the second movement.
4.2.2 Lateral Chord Progressions
One of the compositional benefits of crafting chords with varying intervallic
structures on each scale degree of a given mode is the inherent availability of a wide array
of harmonic possibilities. For instance, within the modified-Hirajoshi scale and its
associated mH scales transformed via IEC are five different five-note chords that can be
built on each of the scale degrees. Mode mHx1 is shown below in Figure 4-10 and Figure
4-11 illustrates all the “tonic” chords available in the mode. These chords are constructed
by stacking series of scalar 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, 6ths and 7ths above C, the first scale degree
of mHx1. Thus, a lateral progression is defined here as a succession of chords in which
the intervallic structure upon which they are constructed varies from chord to chord. For
instance, a chord built with stacked 3rds succeeded by a chord built with stacked 4ths on
a same root is an example of a lateral progression.
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Figure 4-10. Modified Hirajoshi Scale transformed by IEC x1.
Figure 4-11. Tonic chords of varying structures in the mHx1 scale.
From measure 87 to 101 there are two levels of harmonic progression manifest in the
piano and the string parts (excluding the double basses). On the macro level is a large-
scale ascending stepwise progression from i to vii. However, on a lower level, the
harmony on each scale degree travels laterally through chords constructed upon stacked
3rds up to stacked 7ths and then back to stacked 3rds before arriving at the next scale degree.
This process repeats on each of the scale degrees in the mHx1 scale. Example 4-1
illustrates both the macro level stepwise ascending progression and the lateral progression
on the micro level in the piano and strings parts. A chordal analysis is below the staff.
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Example 4-1. Chordal shifts within a stepwise harmonic succession, Namazu, I, mm. 87-
89.
To put it differently, it might be easier to perceive this kind of lateral progression
on the three-dimensional graph illustrated in Figure 4-11 where the x-axis represents scale
degrees, the y-axis the height of the chords in their purest form and the z-axis the interval
at which each chord is constructed. Instead of harmonies moving linearly on a two-
dimensional plane, a lateral chord progression on a single scale degree moves further
away on a three-dimensional plane. This, in turn, is a form of chordal expansion.
Stacking other 3D-graphs representing other chords constructed on transformed scales via
IEC below Figure 4-12 would result in a tall building with multiple floors where a chord
can travel from one level to another via complex forms of lateral and vertical
movements.1 This concept of multi-floored, three-dimensional progressions has not been
1 A vertical movement is a chordal succession by a chord from one mode moving to another chord in one of
the modes modified by an IEC process. A discussion on this concept is not included in this document.
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fully explored in this composition due to its sheer complexity, but it is something that can
be achieved.
Figure 4-12. Three-dimensional representation of vertical sonorities in the mH mode.
The X-axis shows scale degrees, the Y-axis illustrates the height of the chords in octaves
above each root and the Z-axis illustrates the intervallic structure used for stacking
chords.
Another example of lateral chord progression can be found in the second
movement, as shown in Figure 4-13. The chords in this figure illustrate a type of tonic
prolongation by shifting laterally into other tonic chords built by various intervallic
structures in the same manner as in the first movement.
Figure 4-13. Harmonic progression in Namazu, II, m. 87
by 3
by 5
by 7
0
1
2
3
4
i ii iii iv v vi vii
by 3 by 4 by 5 by 6 by 7
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Figure 4-14 illustrates another example of a lateral progression. A [v-5 iv-5]
progression is a horizontal motion on an x-axis while iv-5 to v-7 is a lateral diagonal
motion on a z-axis.
Figure 4-14. Lateral diagonal progression in Namazu, I, mm. 164-167, 168-171.
Example 4-2 presents another example of a lateral progression in an excerpt from
the final section of movement II. Here, chord ii-3 {2, 6, 10, 11, 3} of the mGDx1 mode
laterally resolves to chord i-4 {0, 6, 1, 4, 9} of the same mode instead of resolving to
chord i-3. However, the only difference between chords i-4 and i-3 is pc (6) in the first is
replaced by pc (5) in the latter. This small difference is shown with parentheses in Figure
4-15. Example 4-2 also illustrates aspects of harmonic tension and resolution associated
with tonal voice leading. In ii-3 the augmented 4th (A and D♯) in the first violins resolves 
to a perfect 5th (A and E) in i-4, while the augmented octave (D and D♯) between the 
outer voices resolves to a major 10th (C and E).
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Example 4-2. Lateral diagonal resolution, Namazu, II, mm. 210-213.
Figure 4-15. Difference between i-4 and i-3 in the mGDx1 mode.
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Chapter Five: Rhythmic Devices
5.1 Ostinato P atterns
Composers and performers in the sixteenth century often wrote and improvised
variations over a ground bass.1 The passamezzo antico and passamezzo moderno which
were popular dances,2 are examples of forms that used this technique. A favourite
combination of these dances was a slow dance in duple meter followed by a fast one in
triple meter on the same tune, the second dance being a variation of the first. The
successors of these improvised dances flourished as the chaconne and passacaglia in the
seventeenth century. Some two hundred years later, as orchestral accompaniment in
Jenůfa (1904), Leoš Janáčk (1854-1928) used a “proto-minimalist technique of long 
stretches of ostinato figures repeating the same or slightly varied pitches and rhythms in a
static harmonic medium.”3 Carl Orff’s compositional style, as manifest specifically in
C armina B u rana (1937), is based on very simple musical devices like the pedal point and
ostinato.4
In N amazu ,three prominent subcategories of ostinato are employed to create a
sense of momentum. These include melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic ostinatos. Melodic
ostinato, a recurring melodic unit, is the most common type of ostinato applied in
N amazu . The other two types, harmonic and rhythmic ostinatos, are also found
throughout the work.Specifically, these types of ostinato elements are primarily applied
1 A ground bass is a repeated theme in the lowest voice.
2 Palisca Claude V. and Donald jay Grout, A H istory of W estern M u sic , 6th edition (New York: W. W.
Norton & Company), 215.
3 Ibd, 654.
4 Wieslaw S. Rentowski, O stinato P atterns in the O pera A ntigone by C arlO rff and an O riginal
C omposition forO rgan and O rchestra,“In N omine”.(DMus, diss., Louisiana State University, 1996): 2-3.
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on a background level as accompaniment to the themes, motives and gestures discussed in
Chapter 3. Unlike a conventional use of ostinato that repeats a single musical idea, the
patterns in N amazu are more complex, created by systematically superimposing musical
ideas of varying lengths in multiple layers resulting in a conglomeration of underlying
textural substructure. In contrast to this complex, layered use of ostinatos, there is a
section in the third movement where a very basic ostinato is used for dramatic effect.
Here, a chromatic dyad separated by a full measure of rest, is used as an ostinato to help
depict Loki’s slow demise as described in Norse myth.
5.1.1 M elodicO stinatoP atternsinNamazu
The first movement begins with a melodic ostinato in horns 1 and 2 that is 18
beats in length, as shown in Example 5-1. Consequently, two flutes respond with the
same melodic patterns an octave above and 8½ beats after the horns’ initial entry. This is
the first occurrence of superimposed ostinatos in the piece. Before the completion of the
flutes’ pattern, horns 3 and 4 enter underneath with the same pattern in measure 5 creating
another superimposition. This layered ostinato lasts until measure 19. Ultimately, this
type of superimposition of ostinatos forms a basis for the background structure for a large
part of this composition.
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Example 5-1. Melodic ostinato in N amazu , I, mm. 1-8.
Another example of superimposed melodic ostinatos can be found in movement I,
measures 31-43. The pattern, based on sc 3-8 (0, 2, 6), is played by the upper strings in
harmonics and has a length of twelve and a half beats. The three boxes in Example 5-2
illustrate these overlapping melodic ostinatos. As can be seen in the examples, the first
violins lead and the seconds and violas follow in imitation: the seconds, a minor third
below and one quarter note after the firsts, while the violas enter a perfect fifth below and
an eighth note behind the seconds. The undulating texture created by this layering of
ostinatos is used as a backdrop for the choir part.
Example 5-2. Melodic ostinato in N amazu , I, mm. 31-35.
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Another significant melodic ostinato, found in the middle section of the first
movement, is used to depict Kashima fighting to subdue Namazu, the giant catfish. This
section, beginning at measure 68, played by alto flute, English horn and bass clarinet has
half notes as its main rhythmic value. Melodically, the pattern is based on Kashima’s
theme. The first layer superimposed above the aforementioned pattern begins at measure
74 and consists of the flutes and clarinets in octaves moving in quarter notes. At the apex
of this ostinato, the treble instruments move in sixteenth notes, the lowest group,
including contrabassoon, tuba and double basses, moves in triplet half notes, while the
mid-range instruments are notated mainly in either triplet quarter notes or triplet eighth
notes. At measure 87, the flute, oboe and English horn enter together with the Kashima’s
theme but move in different rhythmic rates. All the other woodwind instruments enter in
imitation with the same theme in larger rhythmic values, such as triplet quarter notes and
syncopated triplet half notes. Example 5-3 illustrates the combined woodwind
instruments sounding as a conglomerate unit that characterizes Kashima’s ability and
strength to subdue Namazu.
Example 5-3. Layered melodic ostinato in N amazu , I, mm. 87-90.
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Example 5-4 illustrates a melodic ostinato found in the second movement
beginning at measure 122. Each box highlights the melodic unit that forms an ostinato.
The square bracket above the measure following each entry indicates the repetition of
these melodic patterns. Although these patterns are rhythmically different from one
another, their entries appear in a canonic manner, giving the impression of imitative
voices.
Example 5-4. Layered melodic ostinato in N amazu , II, mm. 122-127.
Example 5-5 illustrates another canonic application of a melodic ostinato in the
second movement beginning at measure 125. This motive meanders through the
orchestra as each response enters an eighth-note beat behind the preceding entry, making
a musical allusion to an endless flow of shimmering water waves.
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Example 5-5. Staggered motivic ostinato in N amazu , II, m. 125.
5.1.2 Harm onicO stinatoP atterns
Another type of ostinato used in the first movement is a harmonic ostinato based
on the progression illustrated in Figure 5-1. This three-measure progression beginning at
measure 65 repeats five times before resolving to chord v-3. By doing so, a harmonic
stability is achieved by this repeating progression. It is notable that above this harmonic
ostinato is a full restatement of Kashima’s theme superimposed into a melodic ostinato
pattern as discussed in Section 5.1a. Although this use of concurrent ostinatos appears
complex, each ostinato is assigned to a specific instrumental choir within the orchestra to
provide clarity.
Figure 5-1. Harmonic ostinato in N amazu , I, m. 65-78.
In the third movement, after the choral acclamation of Loki’s condemnation, the
brass section, representing the gods of Asgard, enters in measure 22 with a 19-beat
harmonic ostinato. Subsequently, the woodwinds respond immediately imitating the
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pattern one beat behind the brass section, creating a dense and complex orchestral texture
characterizing the gods’ wrath towards Loki. This entire superimposed unit of
woodwinds and brass is repeated eight times. Figure 5-2 illustrates the chord progression
in this harmonic ostinato.
Figure 5-2. Harmonic ostinato in N amazu , II, m. 22-60.
5.1.3 R hythm icO stinatoP atterns
Finally, the traditional rhythmic ostinatos are used to govern the unfolding of
various sections of each movement. These patterns either assist in propelling the music
forward or in making the music seem suspended in the air. Examples of rhythmic
ostinatos with varying levels of complexity are discussed below.
Example 5-2 illustrates a reactive rhythmic ostinato found in the second
movement. This ostinato unit begins at measure 174 and lasts for 6½ measures. The
accented piano part is responded to by the string section, which has strategically placed
accents that accents complementing the piano part. The combined ostinato in example 5-
6 repeats until measure 204.
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Example 5-6. Rhythmic ostinato in N amazu , II, mm. 174-178.
Example 5-7. Rhythmic ostinato in N amazu , II, mm. 82-93.
Example 5-7 illustrates a single statement of a two-part, 12-measure rhythmic
ostinato. This example has been simplified to display only the complementary rhythms of
the two parts, with the top line representing the woodwinds and the bottom line, the
strings. In measure 94 this two-part pattern starts over. This double ostinato is the
longest ostinato found in N amazu .
Located in the second section (measures 20-57) of the third movement are four
distinct rhythmic ostinato patterns superimposed above one another as illustrated in
Example 5-8. These layered ostinatos, played by timpani, tubular bells, brake drum and
bass drum, accompany the Norse gods’ harmonic ostinato pattern. Each unit in this
pattern varies in length so that the exact reoccurrence of the opening pattern does not
come to its fruition before the section ends.
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Example 5-8. Layered rhythmic ostinato in N amazu , III, mm. 20-57.
In contrast to all the other complex ostinatos that permeate the piece, there is a
simpler pattern that begins at measure 122 of the third movement played by the piano and
harp. This ostinato consists of but a single repeating harmonic dyad, containing pitches C
and D♭. Its sheer simplicity the sense of musical space it creates makes it perhaps the
most striking ostinato pattern in the entire piece. These two pitches represent the snake’s
venom dripping into a bowl held by Sigyn above Loki’s head. Unlike the rest of the
ostinatos discussed thus far, this pattern is much simpler in pitch and rhythm. As the
occurrences of the simultaneously sounding pitches repeat 4½ beats apart, denoted by the
square brackets in Example 5-9, the number of repetitions within each unit increases by
one 16th note in an additive process. Therefore, by the eighteenth repetition of this
snake’s venom motive, there are eighteen 16th notes within a 4½-beat unit.
Consequently, the entire pattern repeats again from a single 8th note at measure 155. In
addition to these expanding motives, the timpani and pizzicato contrabass begin their own
unchanging pattern with pc (0) occurring every four beats. This second ostinato figure
begins two beats after the initial onset of the piano/harp ostinato.
Example 5-9. Additive motivic ostinato in N amazu , III, mm. 126-131.
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Chapter Six: Formal Organisation
6.1 Overview
The following discussion on formal organisation consists of a brief overview of
the large-scale structure of each movement in Namazu. The golden ratio-relationship,
often found in the timing of many musical compositions such as Interlude in G from
Ludos Tonalis by Paul Hindemith and Piano Variations, op. 27, II by Anton Webern, will
also be discussed in terms of its application to the durations and structural organisation of
each individual movement and of the entire piece.1
Namazu for Orchestra is divided into three movements with its total approximate
performance duration marked at twenty-seven minutes. The first and the final
movements, like in many symphonies in post-Classical periods, have longer durations –
lasting nine minutes and ten minutes and forty seconds, respectfully – while the middle
movement is shorter in length, lasting seven minutes and fifteen seconds. Each
movement in Namazu is narrative in nature, in that each depicts a series of events or
scenes based an earthquake myth, as was discussed in Chapter One. As such, all three
movements are divided into sections with distinct characteristics and styles.
6.2 Four Tableaux in the First Movement: Namazu
The first movement is divided into four major formal sections: A, B, C, and D.
Each section is a musical tableau depicting part of the process leading up to and following
1 Miguel A. Roig-Francoli, Understanding Post-Tonal Music (Boston: McGraw-Hill Higher Education,
2008), 138, 193.
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a major earthquake. The third tableau, section [C], contains a musical narrative telling of
the struggle between Kashima and Namazu.
6.2.1 First Tableau: Before the Quivers (m.1-43)
The first tableau begins nonchalantly with a passage in the horns echoed by the
flutes. The female choir joins in at measure 10 with motives derived from Sakura, a
Japanese folksong. These motives represent the unsuspecting populace going about their
daily routines. However, crescendos and diminuendos in the strings at measure 5-6, 11-
13 and 16-17 foreshadow an imminent danger.
6.2.2 Second Tableau: Earth Quiver (m.44-64)
As mentioned previously, the epicentre component played by the timpani in
measure 44 initiates the earthquake section. A moderate to powerful earthquake causes
strong ground shaking that typically last from 10 to 30 seconds.2 With this in mind, I
constructed the earthquake motive for the first movement to last about 20 seconds over 11
measures. This is followed by a dense texture with overlapping imitations depicting the
chaos that usually immediately follows such an earthquake. The combination of these
two scenes makes up the [B] section, which lasts for only 21 measures of the movement’s
184 measures.
6.2.3 Third Tableau: Kashima Clashes with Namazu (m.65-
111)
The third tableau portrays a clash of the giants beneath the Japanese archipelago
as Kashima fights to subdue Namazu. Kashima’s theme, previously discussed in Chapter
2 http://quake.utah.edu/regional-info/earthquake-faq#B.
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Three, is played predominantly by the woodwinds and tuba while Namazu’s theme is
played by the horns and trombones. This section (m.87-111) is heavily orchestrated to
reflect the violent clash between the two giants.
6.2.4 Fourth Tableau: The Earthquake Ceases (m.112-184)
There are two parts to the fourth tableau, section [D]: “the Earthquake Ceases”
and “the Rebuild.” The first subsection, spanning measures 112 to 144, portrays a
desolate and hushed scene following a devastating earthquake by hauntingly integrating
motives derived from Sakura. The orchestration in this passage is quite hollow and thin
and is occasionally interrupted by gentle, warm chords in the string (mm. 131-134) and
brass (mm. 132-134) sections. The string sections play mH i-3 moving to ii-3, which has
been transposed up by a major 2nd, while the brass section sustains mH i-3. The second
subsection, spanning from measure 145 to the end of the movement, portrays a modern
Japan that has been rebuilt after an earthquake. Heavy traffic, soaring skyscrapers and
busy walkways commonly found in many Japanese metropolises are illustrated by
densely orchestrated passages characterizing the resilience of the populace that has dealt
with earthquakes for millennia.
6.3 Three Sections in the Second Movement: Poseidon
Poseidon’s trident, a three-pronged fishing spear, is used as the inspiration for the
structuring of the second movement. As such, there are three main formal sections, [A,
B, C], in this movement. In addition, each section is structured with multiple subsections.
The first section, [A], 65 measures in length, includes two subsections, [a and b], lasting
29 measures and 27 measures, respectively. Both subsections begin with ascending scalar
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passages depicting ocean waves, which, as discussed in Chapter Three, are employed to
musically represent Poseidon. Interweaved between the two subsections is an iteration of
the earthquake motive (m.30-38), illustrating Poseidon’s strength. The [B] section,
spanning measures 66 to 121, has three subsections [c, d, and c’], lasting 16, 27 and 13
measures respectively. The second subsection, [d], mm.82-108, musically renders the
destruction of Troy as a result of earthquakes caused by Poseidon.3 The two subsections
[e and f] of the final section, [C], are 53 and 36 measures in length respectively.
Portrayed in this final section is the destruction of Atlantis as described by Plato.4 The
sectional divisions of the second movement are illustrated in bar-graph form in Figure 6-1
where numbers indicate the length of each formal section in total measures.
Figure 6-1. A bar-graph representation of the second movement’s sectional and
subsectional divisions.
6.4 Three Scenes in the Third Movement: Loki’s Binding
The third movement is divided into three sections: introduction, the binding of
Loki [A], and Ragnarok [B]. Just as each section in the first movement depicted a
3 Robert Fagles. Homer: The Iliad. (New York: Viking Penguin, 1990).
4 "Atlantis: the Myth." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online.
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specific event, the three formal sections in this movement, too, depict and pronounce
various events leading up to Loki’s demise.
6.4.1 Introduction (m.1-19)
The introduction begins with the choir proclaiming Thor’s judgement regarding
the fate of his half brother, Loki. The following text sung by the choir is from Lokasenna
of the Poetic Edda, which is a collection of Old Norse poems from ca. 10th-century AD.5
“Unmanly one, cease, or the mighty hammer, Mjollnir shall close thy mouth, the
slayer of Hrungnir shall send thee to hell, and down to the gate of death.”
This quasi-recitative section sets the scene for the entrance by the gods of Asgard. The
anvil joins the percussive accompaniment at measure 5 to embody Thor’s Mjollnir.
6.4.2 Binding of Loki (m.20-121)
This section, [A], introduces all of the characters present in this myth, Loki, Skadi,
Snake and the gods of Asgard, with the exception of Sigyn, Loki’s wife. The arrival of
the earthquake motive’s first iteration in the third movement at measure 121 marks the
end of this section.
6.4.3 Ragnarok (m.122-end)
The final section, [B], of the third movement begins at measure 122 and depicts
the scene described in the Poetic Edda as Loki lies bound, and where he will remain until
Ragnarok. This section ends evanescently as Loki is to be tormented for eternity.
5 Crossley-Holland, North Myths, xvi.
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6.5 Referencing the Golden Ratio and Equal Ratio in the
Formal Design of Namazu
The Golden ratio, φ (phi), is something that I am conscious of when composing a 
piece of music. As such, Namazu also is composed in reference to this ratio. For the
following discussion on my use of the ratio, measure numbers and approximate durations
of the various tableaux and formal sections will be taken into consideration. When
discussing time below, minutes will be indicated by ʹ while seconds will be indicated by 
ʹʹ.  Any ratio between 0.583:1 and 0.643:1 will be considered almost equal to the Golden 
ratio, 0.618:1.
6.5.1 Golden Ratio Formal Proportions in the First
Movement
The approximate duration of the first tableau, mm. 1-43, is 1ʹ56ʹʹ while the second 
tableau, spanning measures 44-64, lasts for 42ʹʹ. The 47 measures of the third tableau, 
mm. 65 to 111, have a duration of 2ʹ33ʹʹ.  This tableau lasts approximately as long as the 
first two tableaux combined, which totalled 2ʹ38ʹʹ.  The fourth tableau lasts for 
approximately 3ʹ36ʹʹ, which makes it the longest formal section in the first movement.  
The beginning of this section approximates the golden ratio of the movement, occurring
at measure 112 of 184 (112/184 = 0.6087). In terms of duration, the fourth tableau begins
5ʹ12ʹʹ into the movement, which has a total duration of 8ʹ47ʹʹ, for a ratio of 0.59203:1.  By 
this metric too, we can see a close approximation of the golden ratio amongst the formal
divisions of the movement. Figure 6-2 illustrates the proportional relationships and the
approximate duration of each section in the first movement of Namazu.
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Figure 6-2. Proportional relationships of the first movement’s four tableaux.
6.5.2 Golden Ratio and Equal Ratio Proportions in the
Second Movement
The approximate duration of the first section of the second movement, mm. 1-65,
is 1ʹ43ʹʹ while the duration of the second section, mm. 66-121, stands almost equally at 
1ʹ40ʹʹ.  The combined duration of these two sections is approximately 3ʹ23ʹʹ.  The 
approximate duration of the 89 measures of the third section is 3ʹ52ʹʹ.  Unlike the golden 
ratio referenced in the first movement, the second movement is structured so that sections
[A, B] are equal or almost equal to section [C] in duration as can be seen in Figure 6-3.
Also in contrast to the structure of the first movement, the number of measures of these
sections do not reference to any kind of ratios as [A, B] does not equal [C]. The sum of
sections [A] and [B] combined is 121 measures while the number of measures in the final
section is 89 as [A, B] is greater than [C] by 32 measures. Also, the ratio of the combined
121 measures of sections [A, B] compared to the movement’s total count of 210 measures
is 0.57619:1, which falls significantly short of the golden ratio by almost 0.05.
Figure 6-3. Proportional relationships between the three sections of the second
movement.
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Therefore, because [A] is almost equal to [B] and the two sections combined are almost
equal to [C], the structural design of this movement can be understood as a simple
arithmetic formula where 1:1:2.
6.5.3 Golden Ratio Formal Proportions in the Third
Movement
The approximate duration of the introduction section, mm.1-19, is 1ʹ, while the 
duration of the “Binding of Loki” section, mm. 20-121, stands approximately at 3ʹ.  
Lastly, the approximate duration of the final section, mm.122-193, is 6ʹ48ʹʹ making it the 
longest section in the third movement. Notably, the structure of the final movement
references both the golden ratio and the equal ratio proportion.
The golden ratio is achieved when the duration of the third section is inversely
calculated in relation to the entire movement while an equal ratio proportion is almost
achieved when the measure numbers of each section are calculated. In other words, [B]
section begins 6ʹ48ʹʹ into the movement, which has a total indicated duration of 10ʹ48ʹʹ, 
for inverse ratio of 0.623:1. By this metric too, we can see a close approximation of the
golden ratio amongst the formal divisions of the movement. Figure 6-4 illustrates the
proportional relationships between the three sections of the third movement.
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Figure 6-4. Proportional relationships in the third movement.
On the contrary, when the number of measures in each section is considered in
this computation, then the length of the middle section, “Binding of Loki”, is almost
equal to the introduction and Ragnarok sections combined as illustrated in Figure 6-5.
Figure 6-5. Proportional relationships based on number of measures in each section of
the final movement.
6.5.4 Large Scale Golden Ratio Proportions
Finally, the golden ratio is similarly expressed through the durations of the three
movements in relation to the total duration of the complete piece. The beginning of the
third movement approximates the golden ratio of the entire work as the combined
durations of the first and second movements divided by the duration of the complete piece
is almost equal to this proportion, where I+II / I+II+III = 0.59626 ≈ φ.  Figure 6-6 
illustrates this ratio.
Figure 6-6. Proportional relationship between the three movements of Namazu and in
relation to the overall duration of the work.
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In conclusion, the golden ratio is achieved on two levels of formal structure in
Namazu. Just as the golden ratio is referenced in the first movement and inversely
referenced in the third movement, it is similarly expressed through the large-scale
divisions of the entire piece.
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion
“Suddenly the floor began to swing to and fro, and the carpet became creased… The
ceiling, too, slid backwards and forwards in a sickening way… The floors buckled and broke,
shooting the shrieking men and women amid a torrent of broken furniture and glass into the pit
that opened beneath them.”1 This quote is from the British science-fiction novel, The
Earthquake by William Holt-White. The news report of the San Francisco earthquake and fire of
April 1906 inspired him to write this novel. This is but one example of a catastrophic event
inspiring the literary arts, and the arts in general. I, too, was inspired to compose after reading a
social media post about a 2011 earthquake and tsunami from a close high school friend, currently
living in Yokohama, Japan. Namazu for orchestra and women’s choir is a composition inspired
by earthquakes, in that it is based on three contrasting myths regarding the causations of
earthquakes. Musical depictions of these myths and types of seismic waves are expressed
through various transformations, such as mode/scale modifications, intervallic expansions and
use of several types of ostinatos. While this discussion of the work and its construction is by no
means exhaustive, it introduces many of the work’s foundational ideas and compositional
processes, properties of which may be applied to future compositions and analyses of those
pieces.
1 William Holt-White, The Earthquake (Kindle Edition: Consquistador Press, 2014), 6-7.
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Appendix A:
Complete IEC Transformations and Prime Forms of
Modified-Hirajoshi Scale, Modified-Greek Dorian Mode
and Modified-Finnish Mode
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Complete IEC Transformations and Prime Forms of Modified-H irajoshiScale
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Complete IEC Transformations and Prime Forms of Modified-Greek Dorian Mode
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Complete IEC Transformations and Prime Forms of Modified-Finnish Mode
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A ppendix B:Com pleteL istofVerticalS onorities
M odified-HirajoshiS cale
mH [0,2,3,7,8,9,t]1
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 038t2 27903 38t27 79038 8t279 9038t t2790
4ths 07t39 2807t 39280 7t392 807t3 92807 t3928
5ths 08293 293t7 3t708 70829 8293t 93t70 t7082
6ths 0972t 2t830 30972 72t83 83097 972t8 t8309
7ths 0t987 20t98 320t9 7320t 87320 98732 t9873
mHx1 [0,3,5,t,0,2,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 05043 3t205 5043t t2050 043t0 20504 43t20
4ths 0t452 300t4 52303 t4523 00t45 2300t 45230
5ths 0054t 32t00 54032 t0254 034t0 25003 4t325
6ths 02t34 3405 502t3 t3405 0502t 2t340 40502
7ths 0420t 30420 53042 t5304 0t530 20t53 420t5
mHx2 [0,4,7,1,4,7,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 074t4 41707 74t41 17074 4t417 7074t t4170
4ths 01t77 4401t 77440 1t774 401t7 74401 t7744
5ths 04477 477t1 7t104 10447 4477t 77t10 t1044
6ths 0714t 4t470 70714 14t47 47071 714t4 t4707
7ths 0t741 40t74 740t7 1740t 41740 74174 t7417
mHx3 [0,5,9,4,8,0,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 09845 54009 98454 40098 84540 00984 45400
4ths 04498 58040 90584 44900 80445 05809 49054
5ths 08509 50944 94408 40850 85094 09440 44085
6ths 00454 54890 90045 45489 89004 04548 48900
7ths 04084 50408 95040 49504 84950 08495 40849
1 t = pc (10) and e = pc (11)
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mHx4 [0,6,e,7,0,5,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0e0t6 6750e e0t67 752e0 0t675 52e0t t6750
4ths 07te5 6007t e5600 7te56 007te 56007 te560
5ths 0065e 65e07 et760 700e5 0657t 5et00 t7056
6ths 0576t 6t0e0 e0576 76t0e 0e057 576t0 t0e05
7ths 0t507 60t50 e60t5 7e60t 07e60 50te6 t507e
mHx5 [0,7,1,t,4,t,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 01447 7tt01 1447t tt014 447tt t0144 47tt0
4ths 0t41t 740t4 1t74t t41t4 40t40 t7407 41t71
5ths 047t1 7t14t 14t04 t047t 47t14 t14t0 4t047
6ths 0tt74 74410 10tt7 t7441 410tt tt744 4410t
7ths 04t4t 704t4 1704t t1704 4t170 t4t17 4t4t1
mHx6 [0,8,3,1,8,3,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 038t8 81303 38t81 13038 8t813 308t t8130
4ths 01t33 8801t 33880 1t338 801t3 38801 t3388
5ths 088t3 83301 3tt88 10033 8881t 33380 t1138
6ths 0318t 8t830 30318 18t83 83031 318t8 t8303
7ths 0t381 80t38 380t3 1380t 81380 38138 t3813
mHx7 [0,9,5,4,0,8,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 05049 94805 50494 48050 04948 80504 49480
4ths 04458 90044 58900 44589 00445 89004 45890
5ths 00985 98544 54400 40098 09854 85440 44009
6ths 08494 94050 50849 49405 05084 84940 40508
7ths 04804 90480 59048 45904 04590 80459 48045
mHx8 [0,t,7,7,4,0,9]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0749t t7007 749t7 70074 49t70 00749 9t700
4ths 07970 t4079 70t40 7970t 40797 0t407 970t4
5ths 04t07 t0797 79704 704t0 4t079 07970 9704t
6ths 007t9 t9470 7007t 7t947 47007 07t94 94700
7ths 09047 t0904 7t090 77t09 477t0 0477t 90477
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mHx9 [0,e,9,t,8,6,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0984e et609 984et t6098 84et6 60984 4et60
4ths 0t496 e80t4 96e80 t496e 80t49 6e80t 496e8
5ths 08e69 e694t 94808 t06e6 8e494 690t0 4te8e
6ths 06te4 e4890 926te te489 8906t 6te48 48906
7ths 0468t e0468 9e045 t9e04 8t9e0 68t9e 468t9
mHx10 [0,0,e,0,e,t,9]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0ee90 00t0e ee900 0t0ee e900t t0ee9 900t0
4ths 009et 0e009 et0e0 09et0 e009e t0e00 9et0e
5ths 0e0te 0te90 e900e 00e0t e0te9 te900 900e0
6ths 0t009 09ee0 e0t00 009te ee090 t000e 9ee0t
7ths 09te0 009te e009t 0e009 e0e00 te0e0 9te0e
mHx11 [0,1,1,4,4,4,4]
i ii iii iv v vi Vii
3rds 01441 11401 14414 44014 44144 44144 40440
4ths 04414 14044 14140 44141 40441 41404 41414
5ths 04141 14144 14404 40414 41414 41444 44040
6ths 04414 14414 10440 41441 41041 44144 44104
7ths 04444 10444 11044 4110 44110 44411 44441
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M odified-GreekDorianM ode
mGD [0,1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 02579 1368t 25790 368t1 57902 68t13 79025 8t136 90257 t1368
4ths 03726 15837 26958 37t69 58070 69181 7t292 803t3 91505 t2616
5ths 05927 16t38 27059 3816t 59270 6t381 70592 816t3 92705 t3816
6ths 06060 17171 28282 38383 5t5t5 60606 71717 82828 93939 t5t5t
7ths 07295 183t6 29507 3t618 50729 6183t 72950 83t61 95072 t6183
8ths 08195 192t6 2t307 30518 51629 6273t 73850 85961 96t72 t7083
9ths 09752 1t863 20975 31t86 52097 631t8 75209 8631t 97520 t8631
10ths 0t987 10t98 210t9 3210t 53210 65321 76532 87653 98765 t9876
mGDx1 [0,2,4,6,9,t,1,3,5,9]
i ii Iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 04915 26t39 49150 6t392 91504 t3926 15049 3926t 50491 926t3
4ths 06t94 29106 4t329 6154t 93961 t5093 192t5 30419 52630 94952
5ths 09543 2t965 41099 632t0 95412 t9634 10956 32099 5420t 96421
6ths 0t0t0 21212 43434 65656 99999 t0t0t 12121 34343 56565 99999
7ths 01945 24t19 46130 69352 9t594 t1906 13029 3524t 59461 90693
8ths 03259 25490 49602 60924 92t49 t416t 16391 395t3 5t915 91039
9ths 05194 293t6 40519 6293t 94051 t6293 19425 3t649 51960 9t392
10ths 09531 20953 42095 64209 96420 t9642 1t964 31t96 531t9 9531t
mGDx2 [0,3,6,0,1,4,7,t,1,6]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 06171 304t6 61710 04t63 17106 4t630 71061 t3304 10617 6304t
4ths 00766 31t00 64131 07664 1t007 4131t 76641 t0076 131t0 66413
5ths 01167 3460t 67011 0t346 11670 460t3 70116 t3460 16701 60t34
6ths 04040 37373 6t6t6 01010 16161 40404 73737 t6t6t 10101 61616
7ths 07611 3t064 61107 0643t 10761 43t06 76110 t0643 11076 643t0
8ths 0t131 31466 66700 00t13 13146 46670 700t1 t1314 14667 6700t
9ths 01716 34t40 67171 0t6t4 11017 4636t 70601 t3036 16160 61403
10ths 061t7 3061t 63061 06306 10630 41063 74106 t7410 1t741 61t74
206
mGDx3 [0,4,8,0,5,9,1,5,9,3]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 08519 40953 85190 09534 51908 95340 19085 53409 90851 34095
4ths 00138 45500 89945 01389 55001 99455 13899 50013 94550 38994
5ths 05981 49305 85059 09493 53810 90054 14598 58930 90105 35549
6ths 09090 41414 85858 09090 53535 90909 14141 58585 95959 35353
7ths 01895 45039 89505 03949 50183 94500 18954 50398 95010 39455
8ths 05549 49983 83100 00554 54998 98310 10055 55499 99831 31005
9ths 09158 43590 80915 04359 58091 90435 15809 59043 91580 35904
10ths 03951 40395 84039 08403 50840 95084 19508 51950 95195 39519
mGDx4 [0,5,t,3,9,2,7,0,5,0]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 0t975 53200 t9750 32005 9750t 20053 750t9 00532 50t97 05320
4ths 0370t 59003 t2559 370t2 90037 25590 70t25 00370 55900 0t255
5ths 095tt 52033 t9709 23052 795t7 20300 70955 05200 5t700 03055
6ths 02020 57575 t0t0t0 35353 90909 20202 75757 0t0t0 53535 09090
7ths 07t59 50302 t5907 30250 907t5 25030 7t590 03025 5907t 02503
8ths 00955 552t0 t0730 30095 9552t 2t073 73009 09552 52t07 07300
9ths 0579t 50023 t0579 35002 9t057 23500 79t05 02350 579t0 00235
10ths 00507 50050 t5005 3t500 93t50 293t5 7293t 07293 50729 05072
mGDx5 [0,6,0,6,1,7,1,7,1,9]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 00111 66779 01110 67796 11100 77966 11001 79667 10011 96677
4ths 06190 61706 07161 61907 17061 71617 19079 70610 16176 90790
5ths 01011 67697 01101 67769 11100 79766 10110 76976 10011 96677
6ths 07070 61616 07070 61616 19191 70707 16161 70707 16161 91919
7ths 01011 67697 01101 69767 10101 76769 10110 76976 11010 97766
8ths 07161 61707 09161 60717 16171 70919 16070 71616 17090 91606
9ths 01110 69776 00111 66977 10011 76697 11001 77669 11100 97766
10ths 09171 60917 06091 60609 16060 71606 17160 71716 17171 91717
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mGDx6 [0,7,2,9,5,0,7,2,9,6]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 02579 79026 25790 90267 57902 02679 79025 26790 90257 67902
4ths 09762 75209 20975 97620 52097 09752 76209 20976 97520 62097
5ths 05927 70692 27059 92706 59270 06927 70592 27069 92705 69270
6ths 00000 77777 22222 99999 56565 00000 77777 22222 99999 65656
7ths 07295 72960 29507 96072 50729 07296 72950 29607 95072 60709
8ths 02579 79026 26790 90257 57902 02679 79025 25790 90267 67902
9ths 09752 76209 20975 97620 52097 09762 75209 20776 97520 62097
10ths 06927 70692 27069 92706 59270 05927 70592 27059 92705 69270
mGDx7 [0,8,4,0,9,5,1,9,5,3]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 04915 80593 49150 05938 91504 59380 15049 93805 50491 38059
4ths 00134 89900 45589 01345 99001 55899 13455 90013 58990 34558
5ths 09541 85309 41095 09853 95410 53098 10954 98530 54109 30985
6ths 05050 81818 49494 05050 93939 50505 18181 94949 50505 39393
7ths 01459 89035 45901 03589 90145 58903 14590 90358 59014 35890
8ths 09989 85545 43101 00999 98555 54313 10090 99858 55434 31000
9ths 05194 83950 40519 08395 94051 50839 19405 95083 51940 39508
10ths 03591 80359 48035 04803 90480 59048 15904 91590 59159 35915
mGDx8 [0,9,6,3,2,t,7,4,1,0]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 06271 93t40 62710 3t409 27106 t4093 71062 4093t 10627 093t4
4ths 03706 92403 6t192 3706t 24037 t1924 706t1 40370 19240 06t19
5ths 02167 9t034 67021 349t0 21670 t0349 70216 49t03 16702 0349t
6ths 0t0t0 97979 64646 31313 20202 t0t0t0 79797 46464 13131 02020
7ths 07612 9430t 61207 30t94 20761 t9430 76120 430t9 12076 0t943
8ths 04291 91t70 60740 30419 29106 t6003 73092 4296t 1t637 07324
9ths 01726 904t3 60172 3904t 26017 t3904 72601 4t390 17260 04t39
10ths 00147 90014 69001 36900 23690 t2369 7t236 47t23 147t2 0147t
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mGDx9 [0,t,8,6,5,3,1,e,9,9]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 08519 t63e9 85190 63e9t 51908 3e9t6 19085 e9t63 90851 9t63e
4ths 06198 T5e06 839t5 61983 5e061 39t5e 19839 e0619 9t5e0 9839t
5ths 05981 t396e 81059 6et39 59810 3t96e 81059 6et39 59810 96et3
6ths 03030 t1t1t 8e8e8 69696 59595 30303 1t1t1 e8e8e 96969 95959
7ths 01895 te693 89501 693te 50189 3te69 18950 e693t 95018 93te6
8ths 0e5t9 t9389 89160 60e5t 5t938 38916 160e5 e5t93 93891 9160e
9ths 09158 t9e36 80915 6t9e3 58091 36t9e 15809 e36t9 91580 9e36t
10ths 099e1 t099e 8t099 68t09 568t0 3568t 13568 e1356 9e135 99e13
mGDx10 [0,e,t,9,9,8,7,6,5,6]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 0t975 e9866 t9750 9866e 9750t 866e9 750t9 66e98 50t97 6e986
4ths 0976t e9609 t85e9 976t8 96097 85e96 76t85 60976 5e960 6t85e
5ths 095t7 e8696 t7095 96e86 95t70 8696e 7095t 6e869 5t709 696e8
6ths 08080 e7e7e t6t6t 95959 96969 80808 7e7e7 6t6t6 59595 69696
7ths 07t59 e6968 t5907 968e6 907t5 8e696 7t590 6968e 5907t 68e69
8ths 069e5 e58t6 t6790 9069e 9e58t 8t679 79069 69e58 58t67 67906
9ths 0579t e6689 t0579 9e668 9t057 89e66 79t05 689e6 579t0 6689e
10ths 06567 e0656 te065 9te06 99te0 899te 7899t 67899 56789 65678
mGDx11 [0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,3]
i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x
3rds 00111 00113 01110 01130 11100 11300 11001 13001 10011 30011
4ths 00130 01100 01101 01301 11001 11011 13011 10013 10110 30110
5ths 01101 01301 01013 01010 11010 13010 10111 10131 10101 30101
6ths 01010 01010 01010 01010 13131 10101 10101 10101 10101 31313
7ths 01011 01031 01101 03101 10101 10103 10110 10310 11010 31010
8ths 01101 01103 03100 00110 10110 10310 10011 11011 11031 31001
9ths 01110 03110 00111 00311 10011 10031 11001 11003 11100 31100
10ths 03111 00311 00031 00003 10000 11000 11100 11110 11111 31111
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M odified-FinnishM ode
mF [0,1,3,5,7,8,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 037t1 15803 37t15 58037 7t158 8037t t1580
4ths 05t38 1705t 38170 5t381 705t3 81705 t3817
5ths 07183 183t5 3t507 50718 7183t 83t50 t5071
6ths 0831t 1t530 30751 51873 73t85 850t7 t7108
7ths 0t875 10t87 310t8 5310t 75310 87531 t8753
mFx1 [0,2,7,8,e,1,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 07e42 28107 7e428 8107e e4281 107e4 40810
4ths 08471 2e084 712e0 84712 e0847 12e08 4712e
5ths 0e247 21708 748e 80e71 e2184 174e0 48012
6ths 01824 24e70 70182 824e7 e7018 1824e 4e701
7ths 041e8 2041e 72041 87204 e8720 1e872 41e87
mFx2 [0,3,7,e,3,6,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 073t3 3e607 76t3e et073 303e6 6373t t7e60
4ths 0et76 330et 76330 et763 30et7 6330e t7633
5ths 033t7 3670e 7te33 e0376 336et 67t30 te063
6ths 03736 36e7t 7t3e0 e0633 33t67 670te te303
7ths 0t63e 30t63 730t6 e730t 3e730 63e73 t63e7
mFx3 [0,4,9,2,7,e,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 09744 42e09 97442 2e097 7442e e0974 442e0
4ths 0249e 47024 9e470 249e4 70249 e4702 49e47
5ths 07449 4e902 94247 2079e 74e24 e9470 420e4
6ths 0794e 4e294 94720 20e74 774e9 e9042 42407
7ths 04e72 404e7 9404e 29404 72940 e7294 4e729
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mFx4 [0,5,e,5,e,4,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0eet5 5540e eet55 540ee et554 40eet t5540
4ths 05te4 5e05t e45e0 5te45 e05te 45e05 te45e
5ths 0ette 54e05 et55e 50ee4 e545t 4ete0 t5045
6ths 0ee54 545et et450 50te5 e504e 4e5t5 t5e0e
7ths 0t4e5 50t4e e50t4 5e50t e5e50 4e5e5 t4e5e
mFx5 [0,6,t,8,3,9,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0t396 6894t t3408 89063 346t9 90t84 46830
4ths 084t9 63084 t9630 84t96 3084t 96308 4t963
5ths 0364t 67t08 t4863 803t9 36984 9t430 48096
6ths 03t69 698t4 t4380 80936 3649t 9t048 48603
7ths 04938 60493 t6049 8t604 38t60 938t6 4938t
mFx6 [0,7,3,e,7,2,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 037t7 7e203 37t7e e2037 707e2 2737t t3e20
4ths 0et32 770et 32770 et327 70et3 2770e t3277
5ths 077t3 7030e 3te77 e0732 772et 23t70 te027
6ths 07372 72e3t 3t7e0 e0277 77t23 230te te707
7ths 0t27e 70t27 370t2 e370t 7e370 27e37 t27e3
mFx7 [0,8,7,2,e,7,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 07e78 82747 7e402 2708e e4877 70724 482e0
4ths 02477 8e024 778e0 24778 e0247 78e02 4778e
5ths 0e877 87742 7420e 20e87 e8774 77420 420e8
6ths 0e787 87074 74e20 207e8 e8477 77042 4280e
7ths 047e2 8047e 78047 27804 e2780 7e278 47e27
mFx8 [0,9,7,5,3,0,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 07309 950t7 73t05 50093 3t970 0075t t9530
4ths 05t70 9305t 70930 5t709 305t7 09305 t7093
5ths 03907 907t5 7t503 50390 3907t 07t50 t5039
6ths 00590 9t37t 70050 59t39 37007 059t5 t3703
7ths 0t035 90t03 770t0 5790t 35790 03579 t0357
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mFx9 [0,t,9,8,7,5,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0975t t8549 97408 850t7 74t95 50984 4t870
4ths 08495 t7084 95t70 8495t 70849 5t708 495t7
5ths 05t49 t4908 908t7 8t795 79584 58470 4705t
6ths 079t5 t5894 94780 8057t 79459 58048 47t07
7ths 04578 t0457 9t045 89t04 789t0 5789t 45789
mFx10 [0,e,e,e,e,t,t]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 0eete eette eette et00e eteet t0eet teee0
4ths 0etet ee0et etee0 etete e0ete tee0e tetee
5ths 0eete ete0e eteee e0eet eetet tete0 te0te
6ths 0eeet eteet Etee0 e0tee eette te0te tee0e
7ths 0ttee e0tte ee0tt eee0t eeee0 teeee tteee
mFx11 [0,0,1,2,3,3,4]
i ii iii iv v vi vii
3rds 01340 02301 13402 23013 34023 30134 40230
4ths 02413 03024 13030 24130 30241 30302 41303
5ths 03041 03102 14203 20313 30324 31430 42030
6ths 03203 03314 14320 20430 30031 31042 42103
7ths 04332 00433 10043 21004 32100 33210 43321
212
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